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Preface
This paper was written during spring and summer of 2016 when DIEM25 was in the making. The “Democracy In Europe Movement
2025” was launched in February by an initiating group around the
former Greek finance minister and professor of economics Yanis Varoufakis as a promising pan-European movement for democracy. I
joined and took part in the self-organising Hamburg collective (DSC).
Naturally in such a developing phase discussion was needed on the
basics of our new, grass-roots democratic movement and on how to
align the activities. Experiences advice that such an organisational
attempt can easily end as a flash in the pan, if it does not pass
through a process of clarification and consolidation. Central group
statements and policy papers as well as the obvious plurality of opinions among my fellow activists showed me unformed approaches and
demanded for further balancing - not for the sake of over-discussing
but for finding out what is compatible with your own lifelong lessons
learned and what is not.
There existed an already pre-structured internal DIEM discussion
platform which implied a certain fundamental consensus I could not
share just like that. So I decided to write an open letter to Yanis Varoufakis because it is an open secret that his political direction and
guidelines are constitutive for DIEM25. The letter automatically grew
into a longer essay for new ideas can only develop from careful criticism of old ones which might be taken for granted till now. In the
now “longer open letter” I tried to question policies with a left selfconception, to evaluate them in their historical reference, and subsequently found to solutions of some political relevance. And that is
how my open letter to Yanis turned into an essay on global strategy
of some 75 pages going beyond the scope of DIEM25. It is most probably of general interest to a wider audience. I try to find answers to
burning questions of deeply worried people on the future of their
country, the world, even on Planet Earth.
For the cross-border DIEM communication I had written the letter in
English. I sent it to Yanis personally at the End of August and posted it
DIEM-internally by help of a three-page “trailer” to draw attention to
the longer essay ready for downloading. I received a friendly notice
of arrival by Yanis but that was all from his side till now. Inside the
DIEM organisation nobody took any notice of my contribution. I cannot say why not. May be the questions raised are of no interest for
1

DIEMers; or the leading group keeps clear of the paper for the now
and then harsh criticism, or many activists do not get along with such
a long text in English. Therefore I went over the English text again
and translated it into German at least for a discussion in German
speaking countries and published a small book recently. This English
manuscript is based on the original letter to Yanis. It certainly needs
correction by an editor and I can only beg your indulgence for this
draft.
Needless to say that I hope for a lively discussion on my critique on
DIEM25 and on a strategic orientation that is focused on globally
fighting against the looming economic, political, and cultural abyss,
the prevailing conditions on Earth are approaching in a menacing
manner.
Hamburg, November 2016
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Reinhard Paulsen

1 Me, my time and the beast of nationalism

Dear Yanis,

I would never have expected me to be writing a letter to you in all my
life. Yet my way seems to cross yours now through the DIEM25 initiative. I am a historian and nearly more than a decade older than you, two reasons, may be, for observing matters from a different perspective. Of course I have studied “The Manifesto” and the other DIEM
documents and papers as well as “A Modest Proposal” and your “And
The Weak Suffer What They Must?” I have closely watched your internet videos just to get to know you as an excellent, persuasive and
charismatic speaker and debater. However, especially for such a case
life has taught me to be more on guard than usual. All this left me in
a state of inner turmoil - with analytical considerations conflicting
with lessons learned, forgotten frustrations coming up again, demanding for resistance and deliberate opposition - despite my Age of
69 or rather because of it.
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1 Me, my time and the beast of nationalism
In 1967, experiencing a neofascist Greek junta the six year old Yanis
had to hide under a red blanket just to listen to Deutsche Welle
broadcasts (you talk about it in the preface of your latest book). I already gained experience about the world as an activist in the 68 students’ movement. While you grew up as an admirer of Willy Brandt
and German social democracy I tried to unveil old Nazi networks and
cliques of former NS party members still backing each other. Even
today, you deem the Bretton Woods gold and dollar standard post
war period “capitalism’s golden age” and “a unique moment in human history”.1
1.1 “A unique moment in human history?”
For us, the post war period was shaped by the dominant regime of
US American worldwide Coca-Cola imperialism with Western Germany being pepped up in the wake of the new and only Western superpower as its future grateful and obedient transatlantic junior partner.
The second great clash between the imperialist powers, World War II,
reshuffled the cards of global bloc formation and economic hegemony. It had reduced or destroyed everything - the means of production, the industrial sites and the infrastructures - and killed millions of
workforce. In terms of economy the war was a huge clean sweep of
the capitalist system. In most countries life and economy had been
switched to zero, in Germany even to minus. So necessarily the post
war period in the damaged Europe had to become a period of reconstruction, growth, and prosperity. Being reset after the World War
capitalism could not but flourish. “A unique moment in human history”? Dear Yanis, no! Quite the contrary: A very sad, humiliating time
in history, the peoples struggling out of the horrors and sequelae of
war trauma, famine-stricken, the men dead or in war imprisonment.
The women everywhere, the German rubble women too, displayed
enormous stamina to survive with their families. My own father died
of serious war wounds, my mother bereaved with a little son, - me.
The same all over Europe or Japan. Irrespective of national war-guilt
questions, the post war period was grounded in the military cemeteries of World War II, the holocaust, in “Little Boy” and “Fat Man”,
1

Yanis Varoufakis: On Ancient Greece And the Nature of Money (youtube, 04.04.2016, 14:30-14:46).
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which obliterated Hiroshima and Nagasaki, or the mutual terror
bombing of the civilian populations in crowded cities. West Germany
of the fifties and still the sixties, this time of the so called
“Wirtschaftswunder” (‘economic miracle time’) experienced the old
big pre-war business back at the helm. The economic power elite
were headed by re-established coal and steel corporations, monopolistic chemical companies and systemically relevant traditional universal banks. Their political partisans organized in new parties around
a western-democratic constitution. NS megalomania had collapsed
entirely, but the old nationalistic spirit, the ideology of German hubris, a German claim to natural leadership and born superiority, survived more or less unscathed, though disguised by western democratic modernity and hanging on for ‘better’ times. All the more in
the victorious countries where national pride and even jingoism were
in full bloom, superficially united in contempt for Germany and for
having checkmated this dangerous competitor on the economic
world stage.
1.2 The post war period
The post war concepts for a united Europe had changed its predecessors, for such a strategy was not new at all. Nazi Germany’s main war
objective had been the so-called “Continental European
Großraumwirtschaft” controlled by a “Germanic Reich” as a bloc
formation with regard to global economic grouping. Even though it
was strategically shifted, the bloc idea lived on. Now, a united Europe
had to serve West European economic and political integration under
US-American sponsorship, more specifically as part of the Bretton
Woods dollar world. Moreover and most important, this new Europe
had to be the Cold War bulwark of Western capitalism against the
Eastern Soviet bloc. The two Germanys at the Iron Curtain soon became a serious factor in the Cold War game.
And so West European integration happened the way you, Yanis,
have analysed in your book. But what could be and what can be expected of this old Europe? We all know at least the outlines of European history: Centuries of bloody wars, the different peoples time
and again killing each other, hating each other, occupying and tearing
apart each other’s lands in the name of religion, culture, language,
old historic claims, revolution, nation, fatherland, or their home
country. All this culminated in two monstrous imperialistic world
wars. The masses of the common populations on each side had to
5
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pay the price with immeasurable hardship, misery and blood sacrifices beyond imagination. They were talked into permanent national
mistrust and have always been prejudiced against each other for the
sake of the nation states they lived in. National wounds are slowhealing and the scars of history keep aching for a very long time – the
75 years since World War are a short span in this respect. The world
seems friendly and sound in prospering days. The moment political
and economic situations become critical the thin ice of civilized unity
and mutual appreciation breaks and the beast of nationalism and
condemnation surfaces again. We are experiencing this in Europe
right now. It would be naive to ignore these historical experiences
tenaciously stored in the collective subconscious of the European
peoples. Majorities obediently followed grudging or helplessly depressed kings and popes, emperors and fascist parties, Central Committees, presidents and “calls of their country” into wars for realms,
nation states, and fatherlands.
1.3 The misleading national “WE”
So, what is it that spoils to a growing extent the minds of many ordinary people? What makes them fear and mistrust people like themselves living in neighbouring countries or coming to them as desperate refugees? What makes them selfish and heartless and support
and vote for right wing extremists, populists, and demagogues all
over Europe? In the pre-globalized centuries people in Europe underwent at least two wars in their personal lifetime. The terrible and
brutal war experiences became biased into deep-rooted persistent
nationalism. It was hard for the indoctrinated European peoples to
accept that they had marched for interests they were tricked into and
which turned out to be those of ruling classes who competed for
power and rivalled for hegemony.
The ordinary people distrust “those above them” and are suspicious
against what comes down from the political and scientific elites. Nevertheless this relatively small group succeeds to talk the majority
into a narrow-minded, collective, national “WE” (we Britons, we
Germans, we French, Greek, Danes …). In the end, the common people are puzzled, react with distrust to all sides and keep to their national shells - the British being the classic example with their retreats
into “splendid isolation”. Yet several times in history English national
sensibility had been seismographic to dangerous power concentrations on the continent. The Brexit (which happened parallel to this
6
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letter) seems to be the latest warning and at the same time an object
lesson on how a presumptuous, national “WE” can ruin a country.
On the other hand there has always existed a longing for peace within the peoples, who strove for good neighbourhood and international
solidarity with peoples who fought for their rights. Again and again all
through history we know of admirable examples of resistance - intellectual, political, and armed resistance of all kinds against suppression, exploitation and injustice. The ability to discern as clearly as
possible between friends and enemies has always made the difference between victory and defeat. We have to take into consideration
that so many of the resistance movements, rebellions, or insurrections in history were betrayed by false friends. They normally were
defeated from within. In modern times the all-embracing nationalist
“WE” blurs more than ever the ability to recognize false friends. The
mendacious “WE” feigns social unity of equals, but there cannot be
national companionship between capitalist employers and employees, financial elites and property-free populations or equality between surplus dissipating upper classes and the value generating
working classes.
We have to learn from history. We can oppose the “WE”! The tradition of transnational resistance, self-determination and fighting the
true global enemies should be ours and we should proudly carry it
on.
1.4 Europe, a beacon of humanity?
Yanis, what a claim you make when you write in your book: “It took
half a century for Europe to heal its war wounds through solidarity
and turn into a beacon on humanity’s proverbial hill, but it did.”2
We have to take cognizance of the fact that this European Union of
today is not a new historical entity. EU member states jealously safeguard their national sovereignty and continue their national state history. They take part as long as they see their egoistic interest fulfilled
- either getting more out of the Union than having invested or by
feigning European spirit just to expand their sphere of influence and
to dominate the markets of their European hinterland. What a beacon indeed - not for humanity but for exports of arms and war materials, military interventions and participation in wars for oil, and for
2

Y. Varoufakis, And The Weak Suffer What They Must?, London 2016, p. 4. This image is also used in DIEM’s Manifesto.
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business with rogue, oil controlling regimes like Saudi Arabia. No
beacon of Humanity but platforms for global players in a mad finance
world of billons of roving, superfluous capital in desperate search for
profitable investment in deflating economies hardly able to generate
any longer the decisive precondition for capitalism to survive:
growth! This European Union was never meant to be a democratic
platform or beacon to unite the peoples of Europe, and it never will
be. From the very beginning it was designed as a powerful economic
and political bloc to make European capitalism fit for globalised rat
races. Good grief, Yanis, what makes you bestow such a glorious halo
of humanitarianism upon Europe?
Do you still remember what we ordinary European citizens were told
when the Euro came in January 2002? Holding our starter kits in
hands we were declared united: Borders falling; Europe finally almost
grown together, everybody being friends with everybody united by
the Euro; a currency for the best of the people. All calculated rubbish! You show us in “And the Weak…?” why and how the implementation of the Euro came along and how we got cheated with this European monetary union of big business, of financially betting and
gambling banks and funds. In 2008 at the latest, we awoke in a miniature Bretton Woods Eurozone with Germany back in the lead of a
modern version of “European Großraumwirtschaft”, - this time without instigating a World War but through the back door of history.
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Let us talk of democracy. Now and again some national Greek pride
shines through when you argue with ancient Athens though the old
Greek Polis took place two and a half millennia before our time and
has absolutely nothing to do with you, me, and the EU. So please allow me as a historian to talk about democracy for a moment.
2.1 Self-administration vs. democracy
We normally deem a state to be a democracy or democratic if all
members of society are free and equal. These free people decide
their matters according to a majority decision. This theory and Utopia
were basically defined by the United States Declaration of Independence of 1776. Yet, all through history no democratic state of this kind
has ever existed. Name only one state that is made up of exclusively
free and equal men and women whose collective, democratic majority will is the guideline in political and social development! Liberty,
legality, fraternity of the French Revolution remained wishful bourgeois thinking. We have to go far back into the history of archaic tribal times to find anything bearing resemblance. Archaic communities
formed around natural law and equality, not to be mixed up with
identity. The tribe members naturally differed in gender and age, individual talents and faculties. Even in the doom of their era they lived
according to majority vote of free, at least male peasant-warriors.
Take archaic Germanic or Slavic tribes for example. They decided by
majority vote at Thing meetings or other gatherings of adult warriors.
The same holds true for the autochthon and the early Dorian invaders into the Aegean sphere.
Such a type of prehistorical social coexistence and tribal administration was not yet a manifestation of democracy. Democracy is a type
of stately government. Archaic tribal communities were not yet
states – although bourgeois-idealistic thinking used to glorify the
state to be of divine origin and eternal. Over the course of history
states evolved when the old clan and tribal community became split
internally by man-made social and economic gaps: Relevant distinctions between larger private landowners, indebted minor peasants,
landless but still free workers, and the slave population. Companionship between equals was more and more replaced by the rule of a
9
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privileged land owning, aristocratic elite. The archaic tribal community became outdated and the state emerged into history. The historical change was enormous. Land was no longer a gift of nature to be
used by the tribal community. It changed its character. In the Aegean
hemisphere it became parcelled out and allocated to individuals as
private property, which had to be marked and secured through exact
definition. Hence, for the first time in human history the early Greek
state brought forth a legal system, which made private property the
sacrosanct basis of their class society by endowing private ownership
with the perpetual, unrestricted power of disposal and control. That
is the main reason why even today the bourgeois-capitalist societies
still cherish the Greek heritage as the dawn of Western civilisation.
So let us keep in mind the lesson of history that private property not
only of land but of all social means of production (including today’s
company shares and finance and banking products) is only valid by
legal declaration that benefits a propertied elite and can thus be adjusted anytime by modernised, more appropriate definitions and new
statuary regulations. I will return to this when we have to reflect on
social strategies.
Democracy is a system of government in class societies. The various
formations of the early state resulted from the power balance and
the confrontations between the elites - palace, temple, aristocracy
and landlords– the first ruling classes in history. The famous Greek
polis was merely a historic peculiarity of the era of state formation.
To understand the Attic Democracy (the rule of the demos) requires a
proper sociological analysis of the early Athenian class structure in
order to clear who belonged to the demos and whom they held sway
over collectively. If you isolate the demos from the rest of society you
will never understand what democracy was about. Yanis, you should
be careful using the Attic democracy for any political reasoning and
historical parallels. Of course, it may appear pertinent to our current
situation if we get to know the demos operating internally by majority vote with officials selected by lot. Nevertheless the demos were
just some thousand, land owning and property graded free male citizens, who ruled as the upper stratum over the unprivileged and dependent and unfree bulk of the population.
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2.2 Representative democracy and class struggle
Today ‘democracy’ is probably the most ideologically biased and
hackneyed term of all. All constitutions of modern western states
spin the yarn of peoples’ sovereignty as the wellspring of stately
power. There is no greater lie than the central statement of capitalist
nation states: “All state authority is derived from the people!” As I
have pointed out democracy originated from stately rule of the demos over the majority of society.
We have to distinguish between administration and rule. Irrespective
of all social strata and classes a community naturally needs an administration to organize the everyday matters of coexistence, all the
more today with population of billions of fellow men and women.
This necessity for administrations is inseparably linked to the interests of the ruling class which holds power in history. Contrary to antique Greece there is not even a demos to rule over society today.
Nowadays sovereignty goes with a capitalist middle class assigning to
the nation state the basic task to secure their economic, political and
cultural world – quite naturally “in the name of the people”.
Our concern today is about Western representative parliamentarian
democracy in the countries and on EU level. This system of government is of bourgeois origin forged in revolutions in Cromwell’s England, in France and the American anti-colonial War of Independence.
At first glance these revolutions enfranchised all people. However, a
closer look reveals that all their political achievements were indeed in
favour of the bourgeois middle class with its core group of capitalist
industrialists. The bourgeois middle class, formerly the Third Estate,
harks back to the leading groups of citizens in late medieval towns.
The Industrial Revolution of the nineteenth century ultimately rang in
the age of capitalism.
The bourgeois revolutions did not much care for the sub-classes. The
majority of the people historically jumped from the frying pan into
the fire. They were liberated from serfdom and debt bondage only to
face the fate of industrial wage workers. The capitalist system degraded them to a new social class of exploited, miserable, industrial
labourers - the proletariat. In all European countries as well as North
America society became deeply divided into these two main social
classes of capital and labour.
What about democracy in such fundamentally split, modern societies? Until now most social confrontations were around the proletar11
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iat striving to improve its economic and legal situation. The proletariat learned to organized own political parties and trade unions which
gave direction to mass movements for universal suffrage, women’s
liberation, and better wages and working conditions. The ruling classes and their political agents either tried to suppress these movements and their organisations by force or changed tactics and defused the confrontations by granting concessions. The system of so
called “social partnership” enabled seductive participation for fulltime trade union and party leaders even on company supervisory
board level. They integrated them into the parliaments and involved
them on minor stately administration level. All this had and has nothing to do with democracy but is simply a soft method in class struggle
to protect the world of capitalism against the demands and claims of
the working population.
2.3 From class collaboration to class war
Class struggle crosses frontiers when the capitalist system and its
safeguarding states are at stake. Being threatened fundamentally no
upper class hesitates to drop social partnership and cut down democratic participation. They will carry matters to extremes showing bitter enmities with the masses, admitting or provoking open dictatorship – be it a coup d’état, usually a military junta, often induced by
intelligence agents and top secret diplomacy from abroad or making
direct use of authoritarian and fascist regimes. The latter was the
case in 1933 NS Germany, earlier in Fascist Italy, later in Franco’s Falangist Spain and the stately Ustaša-regime in Croatia in the forties.
Or, Yanis, experienced and best known by yourself, the Greek Junta
from 1967 to 1974. We could extend this list sizably (Chile, Grenada,
Cuba, Vietnam, etc.)
Autocratic regimes as well as democratic republics found an end in
heavy civil wars. The people could seldom maintain power, but for a
shorter encouraging period – as for instance already in 1871 France
when Paris was defended by a revolutionary National Guard against
the Prussian invasion army. An elected autonomous lower class government maintained power against the troops of Prussian and French
upper classes for two months (Paris Commune). This first beacon of a
proletarian government was topped by the Russian revolution in
1917 and the founding of the Soviet Union not to mention the Bavarian and the Hungarian Soviet Republics of 1919. It had also taken
place 1936 to 1939 when international brigades of democrats, social12
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ists, and communists helped to defend the Spanish Republic against a
broad alliance between Franco’s Falangists, fascist Italy, NS Germany,
and the so called liberal democracies of France and Great Britain. It
happened again in 1968 with the reform government in Czechoslovakia (Prague Spring). Its movement was violently subdued by Warsaw Pact tanks.
There are not even slightest indications for the upper classes and
their agents to hand over their power democratically and voluntarily
through majority vote to the common people. Neither broad panEuropean movements nor clever proposals for decent economic policies (more on this later) will persuade a single political representative
of capitalism in charge to do so in case of basic changes.
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3 On nations and global capitalism
3.1 On a social toxin called “nation”
Supplemented by the idea and practice of social partnership there
exists the unparalleled Ideology of nations and nationality to keep
people under control. Nations were artificially constructed by separating criteria, self- idealization, and exaltation for a common national cause. The hazy notion of a nation and the artificial “WE” came into being with the modern bourgeois state and made the masses
dance and often march to the tunes of their national upper classes.
From the beginning of modern class formation the national question
was essential for both sides. The imperial and colonial stakeholders
of the European great powers needed the underclass populations
following them into military adventures, wars of conquest and finally
two World Wars. Intensive national propaganda and agitation aimed
at making up the working class identify with the interests and intentions of the upper class. But you can hardly win over the common
man when you exploit him at the same time in your production sites,
make him suffer from unemployment and let him thus sink into poverty with his family.
In the second half of the 19th century the national ideologies of the
rivalling European powers were relentlessly unmasked by the leaders
of the then revolutionary Social Democracy. They were demonized as
knaves without fatherland and prosecuted for challenging militaristic
and imperialistic national strategies. The Social Democracy was hated
and stigmatized as a subversive party. Nevertheless large sections of
the proletariat trusted and followed them. The political workers’
movement always cherished humane ethics of solidarity. The General
Rules of the International Workingmen’s Association (1864) had declared “that all societies and individuals adhering to it [the Rules]
will acknowledge truth, justice, and morality as the basis of their
conduct towards each other and towards all men, without regard to
colour, creed, or nationality.” When in 1889 467 delegates of more
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than 300 organisations from 22 countries3 assembled in Paris to
launch the Socialist International the French Socialist Lafargue exclaimed. “You are brothers and you only have one enemy: the private capital – may it be Prussian, English, French or Chinese.” In
1848 already the Communist Manifesto left no doubt: “The working
men have no country”. One year before World War I left Social Democrats in Germany still spread the slogan: “We stay sworn enemies to
Militarism. No man and no penny for this regime!”4 That was the
radical rejection of “nations”, “nation states”, “fatherlands” and militarism. A banner on the wall at the Paris assembly hall in 1889
claimed: “Proletarians of all countries unite!”
May be this sounds antiquated for our modern ears. But the idea behind is more topical than ever. Had the socialist movement cherished
its internationalism instead of finally surrendering to “their” national
upper classes mankind possibly had avoided at least World War I.
3.2 Nations and nation states: relicts of history
I am stressing this issue relatively detailed because it is time to revitalize this tradition of active anti-nationalism. The development of
global capitalism has reached historical dimensions, which have outdated the narrow boundaries of nation states. Nations and nationality are difficult to explain because they are not real. As Benedict Anderson argued in 1983 they are mere imagined communities.5 A nation is a fictitious unit and nationalism is the fictitious application of
this fiction. For Rosa Luxemburg a “right of nations“ and “civic equality“ were metaphysical phrases in order to disguise flagrant economic
inequalities.6
This imagination was the early background music for an educated
middle-class, bourgeois men of business and entrepreneurial capitalists emancipating from an aristocratic and autocratic world. The radically modifying social conditions were hailed as the formation of a
nation. The new bourgeois system of government was alleged as de3

They came from France, Germany, Great Britain, Belgium, Holland, Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Denmark, Sweden,
Finland (then Russian), Italy, Spain, Portugal, Russia, Poland (then Russian), Czechoslovakia and Hungary (then both
Austro-Hungary), Bulgaria, Romania, and the USA.
4

“Wir bleiben Todfeinde des Militarismus. Diesem System keinen Mann und keinen Groschen!“ From a Report on a
general meeting of Berlin Social Democrat voter association, Aug. 26th, 1913.
5

Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities. Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, London 21991.

6

Rosa Luxemburg, Nationalitätenfrage und Autonomie (1908/09), ed. by Holger Politt, Berlin 2012, p. 51-52.
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mocracy. Sovereignty, whatever this might be, had gone over from
sacrosanct absolutist rulers to the people, the demos – in theoretical
teaching!
Having played an active part in bourgeois uprisings, rebellions and
the great revolutions the fighting lower classes were counted as fellow citizens. But when the middle classes had taken over the state
and it’s judicial, political and military power the so called Fourth Estate, the low working people, was degraded again to what it had ever
been in history, an exploited, miserable mass without rights. They
were still citizens but as wage workers in a heavily industrialising
economy these ‘free citizens’ had to sell themselves to a capitalist.
They were free to change their employing exploiter, but not their status. They saw their fellow workers in other companies and countries
suffering from the same hardships and learned to organize for their
own interests.
Every single worker was taught by life that he was strong when united with his comrades. Their social and political improvement could
only be achieved against violent resistance of the bosses. The fighting
proletarian movements got to know the state, the police, the armed
forces, the judges, and the politicians as a regime against them. They
weren’t citizens any longer but denounced as enemies of civilisation.
The workers on strike got locked-out by the industrialists, their meetings scattered and their manifestations bludgeoned. The socialist parties were regularly illegalized and their leader arrested. But they enforced their franchise, though at first being restricted by a census limited three-class franchise system. Nevertheless they succeeded in
elections and gained seats in parliaments. The workers’ organisations
had to be considered in social and political issues.
Of cause there was no lack of attempts to corrupt the workers’ representatives. Yet the mightiest weapon of the ruling classes to alienate the lower classes from themselves was the imagined nation. The
frantic national “WE”-unity of interests and thus the people’s identification with their antagonistic opponents made the people nationalist puppets to be used against their comrades from other nations.
And that is why once united socialist delegates of Paris 1889 and
their successors met again on the battle fields of World War I as enemies killing each other by order of their national class enemies.
What did Lafargue say? You only have one enemy: the private capital
– may it be Prussian, English, French or Chinese. The greatest sin of
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the socialist movement ever was to forget about this truth and gather under the banners of nations, nationalities and nation states - till
today.
Ironically a system-inherent trend works in opposite direction. Capitalism has to promote the working class. The achievements of industrial and economic processes call for a sophisticated workforce, for
better trained labourers, scientifically skilled lab workers, university
educated engineers and competent employees in white collar departments. During the last half-century the performance of the workforce has changed in terms of worldwide economic convergence and
integration in transnational companies. It is astonishing that the
Communist Manifesto of 1848 has foreseen this process:
“National differences and antagonism between peoples are daily more and more vanishing, owing to the development of the
bourgeoisie, to freedom of commerce, to the world market, to
uniformity in the mode of production and in the conditions of
life corresponding thereto.”
The medal of globalisation has two sides to be reckoned. On the one
side the capitalist world economy is caught in its own unsolvable inner contradictions growing worth and worth. They are forced to reinvest surplus values in profitable enterprises but they lack investment
opportunities. They roam the world with billions of vagabonding superficial capital. They enlarge their companies to worldwide producing industrial and trade monsters. As global players they cover the
earth with financial cobwebs the central spiders being banks and
other capital concentrating institutions beyond the reach of national
legislations. Nowadays they are even able to bring down state economies by financial gambling and speculating against them. They concuss politics in depending countries and command all international
institutions. The United Nations for example are everything but united. Today the world is under the thumb of global top gangs of world
economy dominators. But whom am I telling this? You are the professor of economics, Yanis, not me.
3.3 Globalisation changing personal attitudes and views
Globalisation and concentration of economic and political power
does not only reduce the nation states to unimportance but engender perspectives for a future shape of the wold. On the reverse side
of the medal the kraken type globalisation generates most precious
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historical effects. It brings together people of all parts of the world,
makes sometimes hundreds of thousands employees work together
in a single company in one and the same production and distribution
process in worldwide division of labour. The corporate staff gets to
know each other personally as colleagues by intercompany communication. I can assure everybody by own experience that these globally engaged companies do much for international understanding and
for mankind merging into an integrated human world community.
Doing everything to optimize their international performance they
develop own corporate identities. They bring together men and
women from everywhere who join beyond national narrowness.
The international company I have worked in for more than three
decades has been and is interested in a common corporate identity
to meet the cultural differences and communication problems, not
for philanthropic reasons of course, but for the sake of a trouble-free
and thus cost-effective cooperation. They regularly come out with an
intercompany magazine in English and German that reports about
the worldwide distributed production sides and research and development labs and the staffs abroad. Colleagues from somewhere in
the world depict their daily routine at home, their way to work, their
hours in office or workshop and their private activities. It is astonishing how we resemble. During my last years as a claim managing and
quality ensuring employee I was in contact with the subsidiary staff
of approximately 25 countries. I met them when they visited the
headquarters and production sites in Germany. I emailed and phoned
them, minding to reach them in their time zone. Prepared by crosscultural seminars I helped to start a production site in China and got
to know personally my counterparts in other Asian countries on a
business trip. I changed my attitudes to foreign peoples without actually noticing. The Fukushima nuclear catastrophe happened the
month I retired in 2011. I sent a Goodbye-email to all my colleagues. I
wrote:
“I know: times with me have not always been peaceful. In a
globalized world it is not easy to find the right words in all situations and often we do not know each other well enough for
an appropriate communication. Let me assure you that I always tried to promote our (…)-organisation and to safeguard
our business. I cannot write to all of you in the present situation without worrying with great concern about our Japanese
colleagues. We all feel so helpless in the face of these nightmare
18
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pictures on TV. Dear colleagues in Tokyo. I really deeply hope
that you and your families will overcome these terrible, shocking times and be sure of our wholehearted solidarity with the
fate of your country.”
As a university steeled and seminar experienced student freedom
fighter of the 68th movement, blessed with left critical and Marxist
theory, I have not known much about life and people and would never have written such a letter at that time. 34 years later I did.
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4.1 Noam Chomsky: You can’t have capitalist democracy
We have to deal with another serious aspect concerning democracy.
In a lecture Noam Chomsky put it straight forward in 2014: “I started
by saying that one of the relations between capitalism and democracy is contradiction. You can’t have capitalist democracy!”7 Do you
agree, Yanis? I’m afraid you can’t. Mr. Chomsky lectured about neoliberalism and the classical liberalism of Adam Smith as well as the
difference between democracy and a freedom, which neoliberal
apologists like M. Friedman think of. I would like to make a different
approach hoping it will be valuable for all head-ruled theorists and
well-payed academics.
Imagine you are a common worker (bluer- or white-collar doesn’t
matter) on your way to work. Exactly the moment you enter the
company - either you pass the factory gate or the entrance of the office building - a metamorphosis takes place every morning: A citizen
gets transformed into an employee. Before entering you are a normal
consumer of mass commodities by spending your salary on essentials. You decide about your and your family’s necessities of life, may
be even about a new car or holiday plans. Inside the company fences
you turn into nothing. For the daily working hours you have to subjugate yourself to the will of the company proprietor or a band of
shareholders, their executing board, and minor managing officers
hierarchically above you. You are no longer a fellow human but a
mere investment into “human resources”, an investment into your
skills and proficiencies they have bought off you by agreement of labour. By this contract you are under their absolute control, subject to
capitalist dictatorship, which is called euphemistically ‘executive prerogative’. None of the products you and your colleagues work at belong to you. You are a thief and criminal if you take a tiny bit of the
result of your labour.
You have experienced capitalist alienation all day long. Back home
you are informed on TV that Central Banks are making serious deci7

2014:”Noam Chomsky”: Why you cannot have a Capitalist Democracy! (youtube, 5.10.2014, 0:08-0:12).
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sions on the economic fate of the country. Ministers for Economic
Affairs are spending your tax money on bailing out rotten banks.
Saudi Arabia is getting military aircraft and tanks by decision of a
grand coalition government in favour for German armaments groups
and in the motherland of Western democracy the police have shot
another unarmed black citizen that day. Though the media and all
sorts of career politicians constantly try to talk you into this sort of
democracy you grasp bit by bit that you are not only a puppet worker
but also a puppet voter in an insipid game of democracy.
Beyond doubt, Noam Chomsky is absolutely right: There is no capitalist democracy!
4.2 One business party with factions called people’s parties
It is also very interesting to hear how Noam Chomsky describes the
US party system and gives a characteristic insight into American democracy in 2013:
“That the United States was a one-party state with a business
party that had two factions, the Democrats and the Republicans. … But that’s not any more. The US is still one-party state,
the business party, but there is only one faction, and it is not
democrats, it is moderate republican. Today’s Democrats shifted to the right.” 8
May be the party scene in old Europe is more colorful at the edges.
But in respect to so called major people’s parties (Christian Democrats and Social Democrats, Tories and Labor) they do not differ basically from the US. In the end they both perform national politics to
serve capitalism whatever the costs …
 to defend the absolute power of disposal by private property and
the freedom of investment gambling,
 to ease the “heavy risk burdens” of internationally operating
banks,
 to pave the way for stock exchanges and financial centers fit for
global speculation,
 and to bring down strategically the unit production costs at the
expense of the working population to secure in this land export
offensives, which throttle the economies of South European debt8

Noam Chomsky: Democrats are really moderate Republicans (youtube, 09.10.2013).
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or counties and provoke huge unemployment rates in these economies.
There we are: One national business party indeed with factions called
People’s Parties to perform different speaking parts in the same
stage play to tie up as many social groups as possible!
4.3 Blaming non-voters?
But more and more the electorate becomes fed up with what is sold
to them as democracy. They have given up hope that there is anything pivotal to decide for them. To a growing extent voters stay
away from the ballot boxes or just try to choose a lesser evil or to
teach the political establishment a lesson by voting for populist rightwing parties. Indeed the right rabble-rousers draw on existing political and social grievances the business party is not willing and able to
redress. And so the only lesson the business party faction leaders
seem to have learned from history is to integrate the neofascist rightwingers into the modern Game of Thrones when they enlarge to a
political factor to be reckoned.
In the leftish camp poll-abstinent people are heavily criticized for
undemocratic behavior and for giving away their precious vote. I
don’t think so. The ordinary people understand quite well that there
is no democracy, no people’s rule. They refuse to serve as gullible
voters for so called people’s parties, which they have witnessed in
the end as business party factions despite their sweet democratic
speech. They see no chance to escape from a life as a pawn in upper
classes’ games of chess. And so they stay at least to the trade unions
though they do not have much confidence in union managers. They
are equally frustrated by people’s party career politicians and have
no trustworthy alternative they might even try to pay the establishment back by voting for right wing populists.
We should not blame these casual right-wing protest voters or nonvoters in general. If they turn to the right camp in more or less emotional protest reaction we should better blame ourselves for not being able to offer an appropriate, authentic, and credible alternative to
rabble-rousing. Instead we try to talk them back into a pseudodemocratic system promoting voters’ illusions of being of any substantial relevance.
To participate in elections only makes sense if a real, broad political
mass movement takes part with an own parliamentary branch, aim22
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ing to form a genuine people’s government, solely committed to the
movement. A well-intended, left party which lacks grassroots anchorage in the folks will not stand the elaborate, professional, parliamentary power games and will be “brought into systemic line”
sooner or later.
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5.1 Folks at disposal: taken out of and put back to democracy?
This leads me to a most sensitive topic: What are they like, the demos, the people, the silent majority? There shall be a new broad DIEM-coalition of all sorts of democrats “the purpose of which is to put
the demos back in the democracy against the European Union establishment”,9 as you stated at the Volksbühne opening meeting. You
explained: “Democracy was bleached out of European Union’s decision making process. The demos has long ago been taken out of democracy.”10 What do you mean by “been taken out of democracy”
and “put back in the democracy”? This issue has several aspects.
Firstly, “has been taken out” and now been “put back into democracy” implies people’s democracy in earlier EU-times and a Europe,
which now has to be re-democratized. You have analyzed the making
of the modern Europe by upper class national power politics. I
learned from your writings that there never could have existed peoples’ rule neither in EU Brussels nor in the member states. The Manifesto notes that
“the EU began life as a cartel of heavy industry (later co-opting
farm owners) determined to fix prices and to re-distribute oligopoly profits through its Brussels bureaucracy.”
So the EU began as an oligarchy with its Brussels administration. But
if there has never been people’s democracy in post war Europe how
can you put anybody back to it again? As I see it, DIEM’s demand confounds the proper understanding of democracy.
Secondly, “back into democracy” is self-contradictory. If the demos
has to be put back to democracy this democracy must have been
without the demos for some time. Democracy signifies rule of the
demos. Consequently you imply a rule of the demos without the demos. For the same period you not only know democracy without the
demos but also a political system with no democracy at all (democra9

Yanis Varoufakis, speech at: The Launch of DIEM25 at Volksbühne Theatre, DIEM 25.official (youtube, Febr.2016, 16:4216:47).
10

Ibid., at 6:22-6:33.
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cy been bleached out). Who ruled this demos-free democracy resp.
democracy where democracy was bleached out? Or was it oligarchy
or dictatorship and no democracy after all? See Yanis, you are confusing matters considerably.
Thirdly, my commitment to the democratic movement sees DIEM
marching in the front line of the people who fight actively and offensively for their basic economic and political rights against the European oligarchic establishment. In your version DIEM activists claim in
the manner of advocates on behalf of the passive demos-clients to be
admitted again to democracy backed by DIEM’s irresistible “surge of
democracy” - as the Manifesto points out - but rather by courtesy of
the political establishment.
These differences of opinion are related to controversial perceptions
of the people, the demos, the majority.
5.2 On the “silent majority”
I absolutely disagree with how you describe the “silent majority” in
your Volksbühne keynote speech:
“Our radical message is very simple and is … directed to those
who are probably not watching the livestream. They are exhausted after a long day’s work. They are depressed. They are
watching some reality show on television trying to drown their
anxieties and forget about their trials into relations. Those who
doubt that there are rulers, know what they are doing but they
don’t know where to turn to and don’t believe into politics. It is
them, the majority, suffering in quiet desperation that we must
reach out to, with a perfectly simple radical message …”11
A very simple message (suitable for simple folks?) for exhausted, depressed, anxious, lonely, weary of politics, suffering, desperate people? Dear me, Yanis! What a sad and gloomy crowd of human beings!
Do you have recently read a novel by Emile Zola about the 19th century proletariat? Or you may have heard this old Beatles song “Eleanor
Rigby”. Remember the lyrics?
Father McKenzie,
Wiping the dirt from his hands
As he walks from the grave,
No one was saved.

11

Ibid., at 5:55-6:05.
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All the lonely people
Where do they all come from?
All the lonely people
Where do they all belong?

The majority is not silent at all. They are most vivid, fun-loving, lifeaffirming and unshakable despite their often poor circumstances of
life and a stressful, health undermining working life. There have always existed two cultures. A sophisticated culture of the upper classes and the autonomous cultural life of the common people. In history they were strictly divided from each other. Take the era of Absolutism. A master race culture was sealed from the common man by
fine arts, literacy, conduct and descent. On the other hand the clever
lower classes also knew to live and have fun (take paintings of Pieter
Brueghel for instance). They feared the ruling classes’ power but
weren’t much impressed culturally. Enough was enough and one day
in Jan. 1793 they put the heads of Louis XVI and his Antoinette under
the guillotine.
Nowadays it is more complicated. There still exists a high society of
the operetta type. But we now face a capitalist culture producing industry for mass amusement and idolizations. I speak of this Hollywood-, Oscar-, and Hall of Fame stuff, not to mention the profitoriented and artistic skills wasting world of advertising. And yet the
people know about the gap to their everyday life. They suspect what
they are expected to behave and often give a damn. They are neither
depressed nor helpless. They organize their own social life by voluntary, unpaid work in so many sectors of society. They volunteer in fire
brigades and run most of the sports clubs; they help neighbors in
need and work on honorary terms in old people’s homes and hospices, care for others in advice centers, engage in church charity organizations, and organize refugee help. Ordinary workers are active as
shop stewards and trade unionists on company level and for direct
democratic campaigns, or nature conservation and protection organizations. People of all age attend adult evening classes – and all this in
their spare time. Nobody can keep them off from enjoying life - just
think of the organization and performance of the Rhenish Carnival.
Yanis, some time you should visit a football match of one of Europe’s
top leagues to find 50.000 people of all kind laughing, crying, hoping,
winning and losing together. Or attend any open air festival to find
young people enjoying life although business making profit of it. And
you surely know better than me schools and universities crowded
with youngsters happy and eager to learn and find their way into so26
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ciety and future, Of cause they have to prepare for a career may be in
a capitalist company or stately institution. But they inevitably gain
personal skills, pride and self-confidence. They are an individually and
sometime collectively fighting, tough people. They are usually friendly, helpful and open-hearted. Dear Yanis, I think you should accept
each invitation to a Greek or Turkish wedding when you have the
chance to remember what folks are like. Or take part in a street party
of a small Italian place or see a religious parade through the streets
of a Spanish place headed by a monstrance and an ear-deafening
brass band. Perhaps you find time for a Midsummer Night festival on
a Swedish lake at the foot of a castle ruin.
I have not yet mentioned the strike activities all over Europe. Just before the football Championship widespread strikes threatened to
paralyze whole France. Union activists blocked oil refineries and fuel
depots. They disrupted services involving nuclear power plants, public transportation, ports and roads. The police fired tear gas into the
crowds in central Paris. The activists spoke of about 300.000 people
demonstrating across the country on May 23rd and 1.2 Mill on March
3rd already. 77 people were arrested. France’s workers have taken to
the street against a labor bill, which would loosen dismissal protections for workers. In Germany this year we witnessed heavy strikes of
the transport workers, the hospital staffs and the underpaid personnel of the kindergartens. Belgium rail workers, public transport, and
prison guards extended strike actions. I can’t list all workers’ fights in
2016.
The activists often act very courageously. Do we really estimate a
family father or a single mum to go on strike, their jobs being in danger by possible lock-outs of the employers, maybe illegalized by confrontations with the police. People have to be very furious and resolute to take such risks.
The message is clear: There is no “silent majority”, no dull population
of the Yanis Varoufakis kind!
5.3 On our tasks
Consequently we, Diem, and all the other movements can put nobody back into whatsoever, neither silent majorities nor folks of the
Eleanor Rigby-type. We have to be a concerned part of the existing
people’s and workers’ movements and try to give political orientation
by preventing all participants from following illusionary demands and
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upper class interests. We have the task to give social movements,
workers’ resistance, students’ protests, refugees’ defense, ethnic
struggles, etc. a realistic perspective. A realistic perspective comprises to divide friends from enemies, unmask the methods and ideological patterns of the opponents in power, and to help to make a current conflict a success. We should be those who radically analyze and
explain the essence of the fights. Our reputation and influence within
the people will grow as long as we will stay incorruptible, modest and
immunized against flatteries and personal vanities. If we are send into parliaments or institutions this will be a great honour and impose
an obligation on us never to lose grounds.
Although active and determined people’s movements are an inspiring
historic act we should not fall for any people’s cult. We have to take
into account that peoples’ activities and will to resist are extremely in
danger in this time by the right wing faction of capitalism. The most
serious threat today is launched by all sorts the rabble-rousers of nationalism. We should not identify them solely as neofascist die-hards.
Conservatism is wedded to nationalism. So called national liberation
movements in the Basque region or Scotland are aiming at the wrong
target of peoples fighting peoples. For all of them historical experiences need to be evaluated and brought to the people’s minds and
transformed to realistic, convincing and touching demands. We have
to help the European peoples to place the barricades at the right
place and try to remove the obstacles from their path of integration
and emancipation – to put it a little dramatically.
This task is utterly demanding for us. We have to find internal unity in
solidary action and by continuously discussing, recapitulating, analyzing, amalgamating, consolidating and querying again. This process
has to monitor ourselves as first hand activists of former or running
movements and campaigns in utter solidarity. Solidarity on tough
grounds! A high-minded goal! Believe me, it is a hard piece of work to
write this Open Letter. I know for myself that I regularly have to call
myself to order to keep patient during discussions and argue fairly
but consistently without any manlike animosities. Yanis and all the
others, I really invite a personal feedback, not only a political response.
However, what I do hate are these leftish, abstract theory disputes of
self-opinionated academics, which I got to know not only once in my
political life. They are …
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firstly boring, hardly understandable, often conceited, and thus of no
interest to common people,
secondly serving as means to awe and impress others just to qualify
for leadership and even personality cults,
thirdly habitually leading to embarrassing quarrels of ”fundamentalists” and “realists”, (fundis contra realos and vice versa). Experience
teaches that such splits inevitably happen to movements that open a
front in parliament. We surely will have to consult the long tradition
of left parliamentary work not to repeat former mistakes.
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6.1 On Syriza politics and the OXI-referendum
Recently on the anniversary of the Greeks’ OXI-referendum12 you
have written melodramatically:
“A year ago, the OXI vote in Greece was a thumping NO to an
authoritarian, austerian, troika-controlled EU and a majestic
YES to a democratic Europe. This message is more relevant today than ever.”
Elsewhere you have linked DIEM to this thumping process and explained “the idea behind DIEM” the following way:
”The aim is to use the Athens Spring as a springboard for a new
coalition of democrats demanding that the demos, the people,
are put back to democracy.” 13
I have dealt with the “put back”-part of your explanations above. I
am now interested the “springboard”-part.
Let’s recapitulate what went on in Greece a year ago. You have made
clear in many interviews and speeches that Greece has had no
chance neither leaving nor staying in the EU. The enemy sat in Brussels, Frankfurt and Berlin and mercilessly demanded of Greece to pay
back debts with additional debts the Greek people even less were
able to pay back. The troika intervened and overruled Greek sovereign politics and compelled measures which could not but bring the
country deeper down into crisis. On coolly purpose they inhibited all
chances for Greece to recover from the economic crisis and ever to
be able to pay back the debts.
The Greek people had their backs to the wall and stood trustingly behind the left Tsipras / Varoufakis government, at least a considerable
majority of them. You Yanis, Alexis Tsipras and Syriza (Coalition of the
Radical Left) finally initiated a national referendum to make the elec12

Yanis Varoufakis and Lorenzo Marsili, On the anniversary of the Greeks’ OXI, we say NO to a retreat to leftist nationalism, in: DIEM25 articles, Jul 11, 2016.
13

I copied your statement from somewhere, I forgot to note from where. But I confirm the correctness and I hope yourself will remember where the text is from. Sorry. But your public omnipresence in endless interviews and talks makes it
more and more difficult to keep abreast.
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torate say “NO”, just “NO” to the Brussels administration plans and
extortions. Sorry, I never grasped this event. On the first glimpse this
procedure seems radical and utterly democratic but on a second one
you could not move the people a millimetre off the wall - on the contrary the wall grew thicker. In my view the referendum was a defensive, desperate move. Again sorry, the whole happening resembled a
naughty kid throwing a tantrum, screaming “NO! NO, I will not!” The
strict parents insisted: “You have to! No chance!” and the child had
to give in and obeyed.
To be earnest, Yanis, this referendum was a “thumping event” but in
terms of demonstrating the Greek people’s utter helplessness and
their government’s absolute lack of power. Prime Minister Alexis
Tsipras had to surrender and to handle a collaborative, failed policy
alone for his Finance Minister and Professor of Economics abandoned
the economic battle field, the government and his Greek voters. This
depressing left downfall shall serve as an inspiring springboard for a
broad DIEM25-coalition of European democrats? That is weird! Of
course it is difficult for everybody to put himself in your dramatic situation last summer. Anyway, facts are facts.
6.2 An “immodest proposal” for a Greek offensive
Coming out with such an extremely critical assessment one should be
able to name an alternative policy, a radical yet viable, promising and
attacking one. Let me try to outline roughly such a way as I see it.
1. Money was loaned as long as it existed. And there was never arguing on paying back as agreed. If a debtor failed to do so he was either
imprisoned in a debt tower, or the money taken from his property, or
he had to work as a debt slave for the owed sum. History teaches exceptions from repayment. It happened that omnipotent kings and
emperors repudiated their debts and forced credit granting banks
into bankruptcy - and gave a damn.
Everybody accepts to pay back housing credits. This is true for state
bonds as well. There is no problem who the creditors are: private
banks or/and European institutions and member state governments
guaranteeing funds with the tax money of their states. The decisive
question is: Who are the debtors? Aren’t they the Greek people and
their nation state? This official line leads directly to austeritarian politics and you can only beg for mercy, for a debt conversion program,
for a debt cut, or you say simply “NO” and are charged afterwards.
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2. The Greek people are not the debtors. They are pushed into the
debtor’s role by historical life-lies of capitalism. As we have seen
there is no democracy in capitalism. The nation states do not belong
to the peoples. They are basically oligarchic upper class instruments
to safeguard their world. As everywhere so in Greece. The true debtors are those who issue bad state bonds, waste funds for nonproductive projects and private enterprises, keep the surpluses by tax
evasion, get through by corruption, and finally blame the Greek people of living beyond their means.
3. Therefore the policy of a Greek people’s government should concentrate on domestic affairs in order to …
a. investigate thoroughly into the system of state corruption, oligarchic finance spiders amidst their networks,
b. make publicly and Europe wide known the names, offences and
international connections and activities of the Greek loan embezzlers,
c. compel them to pay back the debt money out of their private
property and give the peculate money back to the creditors,
d. prevent them from closing or disposing their Greek enterprises to
raise the funds they owe the creditors. The government shall take
the power to expropriate these enterprises without indemnity, to
transfer them into public enterprises and resell them to raise the
necessary funds for the debt repayment.
e. systematically prosecute tax evasion of the oligarchic ranks in respect of debt repayment. Moreover tax evasion in Greece has to
be tackled anyway.
4. Greek oligarchs have most probably transferred large sums of untaxed capital to secret accounts in foreign countries and moved their
assets to European financial centres. The Greek government should
publicly and officially ask the governments for help to block such
Greek accounts and to repatriate the assets to balance them with the
loan debts.
5. This goes for the troika of European Commission (EC), European
Central Bank (ECB), and International Monetary Fund (IMF) as well. If
they are so eager to meddle in Greek domestic conditions all the
world would favour Greek requests for help against the oligarchs, the
embezzlers of international loans and large scale tax defrauders. EC,
ECB and IMF would be in a fix either to engage for proper and just
debt repayment or to admit sheltering their Greek colleagues-insystem from left harm at the expense of the Greek people.
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6. What about a demand for an International Criminal Court for finance criminals, a tribunal to prosecute international economic
crimes against the peoples?
7. Such a policy would not mainly target on, as you Yanis, have proclaimed rather large in Jan. 2015 ”to destroy the Greek oligarchy system”14. It would not challenge “the rich” and is no proletarian revolution to overthrow capitalism. It would simply be the just procedure
for the Greek people to get rid of the debt crisis in a nonausteritarian way. Led by their government they would even help international financial creditor circles to get back their capital in a way
they never had thought of.
8. This policy would break the most pivotal systemic rules of the existing economic world. It neglects the “WE” lie of the nation-ideology
and abandons the absolute power of disposal entitled by private
property. For sure the Greek government would have to face the testiest and hostile opposition of the internationally influential Greek
oligarchy and we would be naïve to neglect the danger of another
military coup d’état. Therefore the Greek government has to be prepared well enough in advance to threats of this type by a radical
democratic reform of the armed forces and the police to make sure
that they would stay to their folks in any precarious situation.

14

Yanis Varoufakis: ”We are going to destroy the Greek oligarchy system” (youtube, 26.1.2015).
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7 Repairing capitalism in Europe?
7.1 “Save European capitalism from itself”?
Yanis, continuously you propagate your central political and economic aim “to save European capitalism from itself”.15 In 2013 you stood
up for proposals “that instead of offering to replace capitalism they
were suggesting ways in which capitalism could be saved.”16 The
most impressive statement on your strategic goal you presented in a
discussion this February:
“You know what my ambition will be? To stabilize European
capitalism! Cause this constant downward spiral is terrible for
the left. It’s terrible for waking people everywhere. It is a complete gift to the ultra-nationalists, to the bigots, to the misanthrope, to the racists. Let’s do that, stabilize it. And then, then
we can start the class war again, the class conflict, the left vs.
right thing.”17
To stabilize capitalism, to save it from itself, to control and regulate it
is neither a pioneering nor sparkling program. From 19th century
German-Austrian historical school of economics, the so called “socialists of the chair” to John Maynard Keynes, American New Deal, and
the system of a social market economy: capitalism was always nursed
by more or less leftish economists. They tried to ease the inhuman
and antisocial impacts of the capitalist system and to beware it from
breaking apart. They presented economic panaceas “to save capitalism of itself”. In the carrot-and-stick-policy towards the working classes they represented the carrot-methods to bring people to heel.
They were needed in times of crisis to distract mass movements from
radical and revolutionary demands and keep them within the rules of
the system. They normally were well-meaning, honourable academics, not being aware of the social role they played. I am afraid, I just
have characterized the polit-economic tradition I see you in though I
don’t want to.
15

Inner cover text of Yanis Varoufakis, And The Weak Suffer What They Must?, London: The Body Head, 2016.

16

Yanis Varoufakis: Confessions of an Erratic Marxist, (youtube, May 14th 2013, 4:35).

17

Yanis Varoufakis (DIEM25.org) visits Germany: We have to transform the European Union, (youtube, 19.02.2016,
1:04:20 – 1:05:00)
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Yanis, I deem it beneath your dignity to speak of class struggle in the
cited flippant way. Nobody can start or stop class struggle, which is
omnipresent. Worldwide the working people and the underdeveloped areas of the globe are continuously suffering from heaviest attacks. Isn’t it true right now for Greece or Italy or Spain as well? You
plan to stabilize the European system of the peoples’ capitalist bosses without bothering them with class struggle while repairing the system. After they will be well off again, stabilized by your advice, you
recommend starting to fight class conflicts again. This nonsense can’t
be in your mind, while you fancy yourself left, can it? You mention
the “left vs. right thing”. If you think of faction fights within the
movements I can reassure you: mostly they have less to do with “the
class conflict” but the more with petty-bourgeois, self-important
bickering.
Can capitalism be stabilized at all? It can be realigned after a crisis,
resp. the crisis effects are realigning by themselves. It was temporarily stabilized in consequence of the World Wars and in the wake of
the Great Depression of 1929. Nowadays crises are a result of ubiquitous, ruthless rivalry between the strongest economies (G7 to G20).
These are positioned in actual spheres of interest and established as
economic blocks captained by internationally operating banks and
trusts. After the global financial and economic crisis of 2007-09 world
economy rebounded imbalanced. The process of general economic
recuperation is characterized by new disparities. Crises produce winners and losers. If you stabilize one economy or a global economic
block it would be at the expense of other elements of world economy. You cannot achieve a European island of stability in a sea of an
Economic World War (EcWW).
That is why your approach to the crisis of capitalism in Europe is afflicted with a methodological flaw. Europe is insolubly enmeshed in
world finances and world economy. It is embedded in worldwide
competition with the USA and their Middle- and South American
backyards, the Asian world and the rests of the Second world economies. The EU has been constructed as a powerful block in the economic world races. In short, Europe can only be understood as an active part of world economy. The banking, debt, investment, and social crises in this part of the world are no European specialities but
threats to the peoples all over the world in different degrees and
manifestations. It is our task to call for international, transcontinental
solidarity of the peoples against the crisis terrors of worldwide fi35
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nance capitalist madness. The egoistic policies of the nation states to
antagonise the peoples of Europe and the other parts of the world
cannot be conceived from inside a ring-fenced European entity. I
thought you are the one who teaches this, for example in the “Minotaur”. In the “Modest Proposal” I cannot find any of these aspects.
Let’s remember: “Brothers, you have only one enemy - the private
capital – may it be Prussian, English, French or Chinese.”18
7.2 “A Modest Proposal” to advice the political establishment
You blank out the international impacts of the state of Europe and
claim to see through the “nature of the Eurozone crisis”. You insist on
“Europe as a whole will need to be ring-fenced”19 as a precondition
for getting European capitalism stabilized. Consequently you have
developed your “Modest Proposal for Resolving the Eurozone Crisis”20 with European blinkers on.
For a “ring-fenced” Europe you offer four expert policies apposite to
the four main crises (Banking crisis, debt crisis, investment crisis, social crisis), which nobody will succeed to explain to common people
let alone to wow them for. You keep to the central EU-institutions
and advocate the nation states in full sovereignty. The special European crisis allegedly developed due to the incompetence of the European politicians in charge, or as the Manifesto reads “a confederacy of myopic politicians, economically naïve officials and financially
incompetent experts”. Unmistakably the “Modest proposal” was designed to show them the right way out of the Eurozone crisis. Yanis,
you have done what is the most prominent task of Professors of Economics, what they are payed and even honoured for with Nobel Prizes: to advice the political class and their institutions! You advise them
how to “stabilize European capitalism” and “save it from itself”. Indeed, you advertise a magic political formula of clever simplicity:
”While broad in scope, the Modest Proposal suggests no new institutions and does not aim at redesigning the Eurozone. It
needs no new rules, fiscal compacts, or troikas. It requires no
prior agreement to move in a federal direction while allowing
18

See p. 18.

19

Yanis Varoufakis: The Future of Europe, at the Institute for New Economic Thinking: Paradigm Lost: Rethinking Economics + Politics, Berlin 2012, (youtube 13.04.2012, 2:11).
20

Extracts from the Proposal as Appendix in “And the Weak …?” Also in German: Yanis Varoufakis / Stuart Holland / James
K. Galbraith, Bescheidener Vorschlag zur Lösung der Eurokrise, München 1015.
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for consent through enhanced cooperation rather than imposition of austerity. It is in this sense that this proposal is, indeed,
modest” 21
My heart bleeds! What you are campaigning for cannot even be
called left and emancipatory. It comes close to an ordinary, social
democratic, system stabilizing reform program we had to witness
more than once in the past decades. The European political class
should have been grateful for such a professional proposal yet they
did not seize the chance. What can an academic adviser do to impose
policies? Nothing! You need decision-making power and authority in
high offices. In 2015 you held a high office, negotiating on EU level as
Greek Finance Minister. And yet you experienced political impotence
as a representative of a tributary, bankrupt state. Following this logic
you had to reach out to gain real positions of power inside the EU
administration of Brussels to influence EU politics according to the
Modest Proposal. But there still existed the unsolved problem how to
get there.
7.3 Yanis Varoufakis: Let’s go for capitalist democracy
This is when DIEM25 comes into play although at the first glance the
“Democracy In Europe Movement” was not designed to promote the
“Moderate Proposal”, which for its part does not strive for democratising Europe. DIEM25 aims at democratizing Europe without having
a vision for this political issue. So we have nothing but a handful of
vague, abstract slogans:
 One simple, radical idea: Democratise Europe!
 For rule by Europe’s peoples!
 For government by the demos!
 A surge of democracy!
I have searched the documents and speeches. No concretisations, no
problematisation of the main requirement of rule, government and
democratisation: Political power! In the long run of stately based civilisation economic, political and military power have always determined the state and its social performance. The power aspect has
been left out in the DIEM-Manifesto. Slogans become hollow if they

21

Yanis Varoufakis / Stuart Holland / James K. Galbraith, A Modest Proposal for Resolving the Eurozone Crisis”, Version
4.0, July 2013, last passage (from internet)
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miss to be explained convincingly according to the people’s experience.
Alas, how to conquer EU administrations to implement the Modest
Proposal? By a “surge of democracy”? For most of us this stayed an
open question while basic-democratic DIEM25 discussed different
campaigns not caring about stabilizing European capitalism, - till a
couple of days ago! The latest “Organising Principles”-paper, in particular sect. 7 (“Legal & Financial Structure (International Association)”)22 lets the cat out of the bag! DIEM is going to be furnished
with two identities, an internal and an external one.
“DIEM25 will acquire a governing structure, as specified by
Belgian law, which will remain totally separate from the actual
governance structure envisaged under (A), (B) and (C).”23
7.4 On two identities of DIEM25
Nothing and nobody can have two identities unless he/she/it is burdened with a split consciousness. Nevertheless, DIEM shall be split in
two structures, a legal, governing one and a totally separated internal
one, - two in one - a really strange construction for a political movement. The official Belgian Association with a Board of Directors and a
Secretary General on top will be publicly addressed, hyped and made
responsible, controlled and sued as DIEM. They shall be the proper
DIEM. But the Organizing Principle Paper naively dreams on page 8:
“The bodies and executives demanded by the legal governance
structure will have no authority over DIEM25’s political work
and will only be responsible for conveying to Belgium’s legal
authorities and in a manner consistent with Belgian Law, the
decisions of DIEM25 bodies described in the Organising Principles.”24
What a walk on eggshells!25 DIEM is meant to pursue consequent
pan-European politics with and for the peoples against EU-strategies
22

Document: DIEM 25 – Organising principles, sect. 7, pp 7-15. In the meantime the Organisation Principles have been
internally agreed by vote.
23

ibid. Preface.

24

Ibid., sec.7

25 In the first draft of the Organising Principles the splitting of identity and consciousness is formulated still more openly:
“The bodies and executives demanded by the legal governance structure … will have no authority over DIEM25’s political
work and will only be responsible to Belgium’s legal authorities.” The Secretary General is solely responsible to the Belgium State and has nothing to do with DIEM politics. In the meantime DIEM office holders have to sign a Letter of Agreement by which they have to confirm their identity splitting, since the offices according to DIEM Principles and DIEM legal
constitution are hold in personal union.
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driven by finance-capitalistic interests and nationalistic member state
governments. For sure, it will come to political and legal showdowns.
What will the Secretary General answer to Belgian authorities, administrations, courts, or the media? May be the following? “As Secretary General of this organisation I have no authority over DIEM’s political work. I am only the legal figurehead.” Nobody would believe
such statements. DIEM were making fools of themselves. Be sure
they will blame DIEM of deceit and abuse of Belgian law.
Why making this big fuss about a legal association? The Principles
explain why the Belgium state is needed:
“Diem 25 needs to have a firm legal standing throughout the
European Union. This is crucial not only to avoid legal complications but also to ensure that our fund raising, and disbursement, are fully transparent and beyond reproach – both politically and legally.”26
It seems historically unique for a radical, base-democratic movement to be in need of a control over its financial resources by authorities of their political opponents. I am no expert on legal issues
but there surely are other options guarantee an internal, reliable, and
transparent fund handling and to disclose but a minimum to the opposing side. I say this as a German Lenin had once made fun of noting
they would buy a platform ticket before assaulting the railway station.
What are the two DIEMs good for, then? What do we need such a
legally constituted association of Belgium Law for, which – to be true
- is nothing else than a political party w i t h o u t a social movement?
At this point the “Modest Proposal” comes into play. Originally, at
the launch of DIEM25 in February 2016, it was a medium term matter
after
“very long and serious deliberation among all Europeans who
want to join us in that deliberation. We are going to present
detailed policy proposals for Europeanizing and therefore stabilizing the crisis of debts, of banking, of extremely low investment”.27

26 Organising principles, sect. 7.
27 Yanis Varoufakis, speech at Volksbühne (youtube, 02.2016, 19:31 – 20:39).
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Yanis, from the start for you the political aim of “Democratise Europe!” was a means to “Stabilize capitalism!” Indeed, you never saw
the need for “very long and serious deliberation”. A “fully fledged and
comprehensive” Version 4.0 of the “Modest Proposal for Resolving
the Eurozone Crisis” had been published by you, Holland and Galbraith in July 2013 already. Now the legal Association Statutes frankly
shift the “Modest Proposal” from an “Aim” (art. 4) to a “Priority” (art.
5), its relevance obviously being decided. That’s what it is all about:
“Use existing EU institutions and Treaties to bring about equitable and European solutions to Europe’s crisis of public debt,
banking, inadequate investments and rising poverty.”28
As we learn by this crisis solution implies no new institutions no redesigning the Eurozone, no new rules, fiscal compacts, or troikas.29 We
have to reset the course of the Brussels bureaucracy from within.
Now, the founding of a legal DIEM-identity reveals its sense: Supported by international celebrities a respectable public DIEMassociation is certainly best suited for winning elections, forming coalitions, and pursue policies within the untouched EU structures in
Brussels and Frankfurt.
The political to-dos named in the Association Statutes stay vague: “to
bring about…”, “to subject to the will …”, “to dismantle …”, “to repoliticise the rule …”30 The common political activist will ask right
away in each case: how? To answer the “HOWs” in accordance with
my own experiences: there is only one track known from history you
need such a legal, distinguished association for: the LOMATI.

28

DIEM25 Organising Principles, APPENDIX: The legal constitution …, art. 5 (“Priorities”).

29

See citation on page 43.

30

DIEM25 Organising Principles, APPENDIX: The legal constitution …, Art. 4 (“Aims”).
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8 Changing EU-politics and peoples’ governments
8.1 Going for the Modest Proposal on a LOMATI
Yanis, the LOMATI will keep you inside the official rules of the EUregime and its administration you are going to challenge. As you consider the people to be a dull, silent and passive majority you will have
to plan politics devoid of them and go ahead without them. You inevitably will set off for the “Long March through the Institutions”
(LOMATI). Step by step you climb up the ladder to the centres of
power forming coalitions, winning elections, making yourself important within the structures, and staying honourable at all means.
You need a backing organisation, party or movement for election and
other campaigns. The higher you climb the more you get separated
from your roots. At the end of the students’ movements in the early
1970s a number of student leaders started on the LOMATI31. Their
march regularly ended in the left, Social Democrat establishment as
university professors. Another example for a LOMATI is the Green
Party in Germany: from a radical green and anti-nuclear power
movement to an established, state supportive party which provides
regional Ministers and a Minister-President of a Federal state. Of all
movements/parties in Europe Syriza and her government had moved
forward for the people as far as possible inside the system. If you had
mobilized the Greek people consistently (see sect. 6.2) against the
Greek oligarchic financial system and its state debts the “Empire
would have struck back for sure”. The European plutocratic and
pseudo-democratic member states would probably have favoured a
coup d’état in Greece. There are examples in history for hostile reactions to people’s governments as they surpassed the tolerance limits
of the ruling capitalist classes, so the Spanish Republic in the 1930s,
the anti-oligarchic, liberated Cuba, or Chile’s Socialist Party government headed by Salvador Allende, not to mention Vietnam, the
Czechoslovakian reform movement of 1968, and, and, and. A LOMATI
will hardly make for a people’s government. Underpinning the ruling
state it will end as its left fig leaf.
31

The term “Long March Through the Institutions” was born at that time. It was derived from the Chinese Long March of
the Chinese Red Army led by Mao Zedong in the course of the Chinese Civil War 1934-1935.
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8.2 On “the most significant democracy in Europe”
Having been fobbed off with slogans on democracy I tried to find out,
what you, Yanis, hold to be democratic. If I have grasped you correctly the EU “is no democracy, where decisions are being made there by
people you have never heard of, that you never elected”.32 At the
same time you called Germany “the most significant democracy in
Europe”.33 Do you think the Germans to have a significant democracy
because they get to know the names and parties of the decision
makers who are elected and appointed?34 Do you intimate people’s
rule in Germany? Would Europe be well off democratically if it followed the significant German model? Supposed the Brussels top politicians and central bankers in Frankfurt, the Commission members,
the Eurozone group, the troika, etc. were democratically elected representatives, known to the public. Would they finally care for the real
needs and interests of the European peoples? What about your opponent Schäuble? He is an elected and appointed representative of
“the most significant democracy in Europe”. How comes that you and
the Greek people were brought down mercilessly by such elected
democrats?
You have written a book on the Integration of Europe in the last 75
years. You have portrayed the European political leaders (de Gaulle,
Thatcher, Kohl, Schröder, and whatever their names) having pursued
their national policies towards Europe for the sake of their finance
capitalist home elites. They used to pull each other over the barrel.
Every single one a democratically elected person! Something seems
basically wrong in what you think democracy to be and what you tell
us about it.
8.3 . . . and on real people’s governments
Democracy or people’s rule is not an end in itself. Only a peoples’
government will have the spine and determination to push forward
the burning topics for the common man. It will assume office on behalf of underprivileged waged employees and people’s movements
32

Yanis Varoufakis (DIEM25.org) visits Germany: We have to transform the European Union (Weltnetz TV), (youtube,
19.02.2015, 50:35).
33

“This is why we have begun this process [DIEM25] a few days ago in the heart of the most significant democracy in
Europe, in Berlin.” (ibid. 50:40).
34

The chancellor by vote of elected parliamentarians, the ministers by nomination of this chancellor and all appointed by
the Federal President.
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putting up resistance. Such a government will not hesitate to show
the propertied and mighty minority their non-privileged place. This
would be true democracy in the sense of the sub-classes majority
demos ruling the minority of the upper classes.
Of course such a state of democratic affairs cannot be kept up for
long because there is no chance that capitalism and real democracy
will ever fit together. By definition and practice capital rules the
world and it cannot be voted out of their grip on society. As history
proves a really democratic government will immediately be challenged violently. From the start a people’s government must care for
the loyalty of the police and the armed forces and probably has to
abandon the existing secret services. History also teaches that a people’s government and its supporting trade unionist and grassroots
democratic movements should organise own armed units. The national capitalist establishment and their overseas class accomplices
have no other chance against a consequent people’s rule than to try
to impose a civil war on the country. This has to be averted by deterrence or fought by help of an inter-peoples’35 pan-global alliance of
liberation movements. I think of the Spanish Republic 1936 or the
worldwide revolt against the US war in Vietnam in the 1960s to assist
the hard and selflessly fighting Vietnamese people to win their people’s war.
The LOMATI can never end in a genuine people’s government. For
parliamentary and administrative pressure the LOMATI climbers and
their spearheads still need their basic movement as social rear cover.
But the nearer they will get to their political goal of power positions
the more LOMATI pilgrims will lose their original grounding and will
get lost in the Brussels red tape administration. Those few, who may
succeed in being accepted in the European top circles, will definitely
be no threat to the establishment.
8.4 On the DIEM25 LOMATI in particular
I n s e r t i o n : I finished the Open Letter in Aug. 2016, sent it to you
and made it available for DIEM internally. Thereafter, in Sept and Oct.
2016 you came out with some articles, reasoning on how you intend
to do the LOMATI and explaining more concretely how to conquer
commanding heights in the EU.
35

To avoid the term inter”national”.
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You put the stress on fractional struggles within the EU. On one side
the bad guys: An EU-establishment presenting the axis of European
evil consisting of “the Commission, the European Central Bank, Berlin and Paris”, ready “to punish progressive governments that refused to abide by their inane policies”.36 On the other side a colourful
bunch of good guys, identifiable by being “progressive”. Yet nobody
really knows what the term “progressive” implies and what makes
politics across Europe “progressive”. The “progressionists” are “rebel
governments and finance ministers adopting DIEM25’s agenda”,
“progressive Europeanist governments”, “progressive national parties or governments”. They all are politicians and representatives of
organisations and administrations on the pan-European LOMATI“surge of democratic opposition to the way European elites do business at the local, national und EU levels.” 37
The ‘Long March Through the Institutions’ is geared from the start to
win elections, majorities, and offices in existing structures, and to occupy governments and ministries of finance. The LOMATI aims are
ambitious, as you posted on Oct. 11th 2016: “Progressive internationalist must come close to winning 10 Downing Street.”38 Indeed,
that would pay to be on target of the LOMATI: Her Majesty’s internationalist, capitalist repairing, DIEM Prime Minister at 10 Downing
Street! Grimly rebelling populations, their strikes, protests, and revolts for economic survival and a future for their children, as well as
against the ruin of their environment and the natural resources are
obviously subordinate and do not occur. In short, the class struggle
all over Europe does not take place in your “surge of democratic opposition”. Sorry, I forgot about European capitalism: “Let’s do that,
stabilize it. And then, then we can start the class war again, the class
conflict”.39 One thing after the other. LOMATI first, then stabilize capitalism, and then fighting? Think it over, Yanis. It is wrong.
By the way, before I forget it: In 1988 Leonard Cohen came out with
his song “First we take Manhattan, then we take Berlin” which probably everybody has heard once already. The first verse is perfectly
suited for a LOMATI-anthem of DIEM25:
36

Yanis Varoufakis, Europe’s left after Brexit: Diem25’s perspective, in: open Democracy, Sept. 9th, 2016, sec. 4: Option 3:
DIEM25’s proposal for disobedience within the EU, here par. 7.
37
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Yanis Varoufakis, “To prevent Brexit from turning nasty, progressive internationalists must come close to winning 10
Downing Street”, posted on October 11, 2016, on DIEM25.org.
39

Citation reference on p. 40.
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“They sentenced me to 20 years of boredom,
For trying to change the system from within.
I'm coming now, I'm coming to reward them.
First we take Manhattan, then we take Berlin.”

8.5 On DIEM25 strategy and tactics
DIEM proposes graded political guidelines. Yanis, in your opening
speech in February at “Volksbühne”-theatre in Berlin you presented
your and the initiating group’s graded plan for a “democratization of
the European Union”. You differentiated between “our immediate
priorities”, “the medium term” and our “longer term goals”.40
Immediate activity:
By this is meant the DIEM initiative for full transparency in EU decision-making. I reckon this a brainchild of intellectual circles far from
the people's reality. Who is ready to fight for the publication of
minutes in a widely rejected Brussels bureaucracy? It is clear for everybody that we will never get to know what the establishment is not
willing to make public, with or without minutes of one committee or
other. Yourself Yanis argued that even the British Central Bank and
the US Fed publish minutes. Has this changed anything for the American and British peoples? All the world suspects with good reason the
activities of secret services, secret diplomacy and lobbyism to determine politics. Corruption and high class background discussion and
decision preparing groups set the course in our nation states. The
political class is obliged to brush all this under the carpet to sell “democracy” to the people. Thanks to courageous men like Edward
Snowdon and Julian Assange we learn about the unbelievable scope
of ruling class unscrupulousness and the criminal activities of their
political agents. Official minutes will hardly deliver exposing information. It is a sort of quixotism to strive for formal transparency,
which could as easily be granted as you will be cheated at the same
time without being able to prove it. You waste your energies on sideshows, spread illusions on alleged democratic chances and thus fall
back behind political lessons people have learned already. The transparency demand is merely helpful for LOMATI-pilgrims.
The medium term priority:

40

Varoufakis, Speech at Volksbühne (youtube, 02.2016, 17:43 – 22:31).
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In your Volksbühne opening you announced the medium term priority:
“In the medium term our priority is to present as DIEM after
very long and serious deliberation among all Europeans who
want to join us in that deliberation. We want to present detailed policy proposals Europeanising and therefore stabilizing
the crisis of debts, of banking, of extremely low investment …
We are going to be presenting fully fledged comprehensive
proposals on how to stabilize the crisis of debt, low investment,
banking, poverty, which is rising almost everywhere … .” 41
The medium term priorities comprise plans for joint deliberations on
European capitalism to find out stabilizing anti-crisis economic policies while the “Modest Proposal for Resolving the Eurozone Crisis”
from July 2013 is the proleptic result. Cause and effect are confused.
You see the European economic stabilization connected to the question of sovereignty. Your theory is: The deeper the crises the less
sovereignty and the other way round. The implementation of the
“Modestly Proposed Anti-Crisis Policies” enables sovereignty to be
restored on national, municipal, city council and parliamentary level. I
cannot follow this logic. To win sovereignty for the people you have
to stabilise capitalism? To strengthen the power of the bosses and to
stabilise their system of extracting the surplus value from the working classes shall give the masses sovereignty? Although you emphasise repeatedly “there is no contradiction”, of course there is a huge
one. The main problem is that you misunderstand sovereignty in a
bourgeois middle-class way.42 People are talked into a collective social boat (port of registry: “nation”; name of the boat: “WE ALL”), a
shared fate pretended. This is also called “social partnership”, the
ordinary Social Democrat ideology to make the masses believe to be
endowed with national sovereignty.
You seem to be on this social partnership trip, too. The mutual credo
reads: When the bosses are well off, so are the subordinates. Every
employee under inhuman stress, suffering from the burnout syndrome knows that this is a lie. The same is the case with sovereignty.
To repair and stabilize European capitalism will not provide any sovereignty or real participation for the European peoples. This has de41

Varoufakis, Speech at Volksbühne (youtube, 02.2016, 19:29 - 20:22).
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Reviewed in sect. 0 on p. 13.
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finitively been falsified by social practice and need not to be ruminated again and again.
The longer term goal:
This brings us to the third step of DIEM25 perspectives, the longer
term strategic goal: “A European Constitution in order to transform
Europe into a fully-fledged democracy.”43 On Volksbühne you outlined this topic with the words:
“Our longer term goal once Europe’s various crises have been
stabilized is to convene a constitutional assembly where Europeans will deliberate on how to bring forth by 2025 an authentic European democracy … and to do this we have two or three
years to establish a constitutional assembly …”44
For me this approach is an artificial construction of intellectual contrivers, a pure academic invention. Again I might be able to give advice as a historian. At all times constitutional assemblies followed
revolutionary revolts or civil wars. After the fall of an old regime the
victors and their social-political camp had to reorganize comprehensively the distribution of social power in accordance with their own
interests. They formed a social administration and stately structure
to safeguard new social relations. During the recent centuries the
new social realities were laid down in constitutions, which defined
the basic ideology and morals of a changed world as well as established new executive, legislative, and judicial authorities.
There is no historical precedent for a constitution of “an authentic
European democracy” that emerged from the drawing board of a
group of deliberating supposedly intellectual people qualified by being Europeans. This DIEM25 project cannot constitute a new and better world that has not been emerged from history yet. It can only be
meant to cement a provisionally repaired, historically outlived system
of European nation states, which has proved to be a scourge of mankind, - in Europe as well as everywhere on the globe.
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Association Statutes Art. 5, last priority.
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9 Summing up: from DIEM to SEUCAM?
Democracy in Europe is impossible as long as almighty global financecapitalist players, IMF’s, American, Japanese and European Central
Banks and their subsidiaries in nation states, multinational globally
performing cartels (oil, automotive, shipping, etc.) as well as military
complexes have the power to force the world under their heels. We
have seen that democracy is incompatible with capitalistic principles
and social practice. That is why all modern states of the western
make are plutocratic oligarchies, disguised as representative democracies. They maintain this camouflage as long as they succeed to
throw dust into the common men’s eyes and make them believe to
have a say in fundamental decisions. When during constantly deepening systemic crises the oligarchies in disguise can no longer pretend democratic government, states are shifted to open populist,
mostly nationalist, authoritarian regimes. This downward spiral results from the system inherent overheating of global capitalism. It
resembles a nuclear power plant out of control inevitably approaching the worst case scenario.
Therefore a “Democracy in Europe movement” with the central slogan: “Democratise Europe!” supplemented by capitalism stabilizing
policies is a fake! My scrutiny over DIEM’s basics has brought into
light an ordinary Social Democratic reform program for saving European capitalism from itself. Though pan-European and grass-roots
democratically presented this program exploits thousands of deeply
worried and ready to fight activists to back as their entourage a “Long
March through the EU Institutions” of leading experts and political
insiders. Democratisation is confused with the LOMATI to gain administrative political power in an existing and unchanged EU monster.
DIEM25 in the developing shape is not what so many activists think it
to be: it is hardly an emancipatory or radical democratic movement
that is able to give unvarnished perspective to people’s resistance
and fights all over Europe.
DIEM25 is obviously the result of green table constructions based on
your professorial expertise on the economic crisis of Europe, sadly
meant to advise the EU establishment how to repair the rotten sys48
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tem in crisis. Moreover DIEM25 is said to make use of your insights
into the European administration as a Greek Finance Minister and the
Greek experiences of the party and movement Syriza. Though I really
wish to I cannot see what decisive conclusions you have drove from
your own and the Greek people’s defeat and downfall for future conflicts.
To put two and two together: DIEM25 is up to now no Democracy in
Europe Movement which will transform Europe within nine years (till
2025) into a fully-fledged democratic continent featuring a capitalistically sound Union of sovereign nation states. Realistically and polemically intensified DIEM25 should be renamed
SEUCAM
“Save EU Capitalism Movement”
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Criticising in such a detailed way involves new answers to be trustworthy. Let me try. In a discussion with “Die Linke” in Germany you
uttered a rather poor view on the future:
“. . . to do that which we need to do – to build an alliance of
democrats throughout the European Union. Not to make the
European Union the ideal society. We cannot do that. You know
what my ambition will be? To stabilize European capitalism
…”45
What do you mean by “no ideal society”? The Nirvana, the Promised
Land, Paradise, communism it its final stage? Are we bigots or zealots
you have to enlighten with such a profound gnosis? Yanis, by this little rhetorical trick you veil the fact that you have no vison at all. All
you dream of and strive for is a stabilized capitalism that would not
collapse. Good for you! But don’t be hasty, please. Let us first evaluate the state of world economic affairs and the apparently unstoppable march into economic and humanitarian disasters as well as ecological and climatic catastrophes in the current century.
10.1 On the impending doom of capitalism
Concerning these matters, scientific evidence and insistent warning
have long been confirmed by political or nature disasters around the
globe. We are forced to realize that we are witnessing an era of aggregating and deepening global crises. What measures are taken to
thwart the running crises and looming new ones? It is a tragedy that
in capitalism investments in whatever issue are only made if they offer a profitable business no matter how urgent, essential for survival,
or ecologically useful they might be for mankind. Either there are
prospects of profit for the investors or nothing will happen at all. Or
the other way round: No moral scruples or humanitarian objections
will stop the money makers to invest into senseless, dangerous, and
destructive undertakings if they sniff a chance to maximize their capital.
45

Yanis Varoufakis (DIEM25.org) visits Germany: We have to transform the European Union, (youtube, 19.02.2016,
1:04:18 – 1:04:32). See also p.40.
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Nobody is obviously able to stop the process of running down the
natural resources and the social cohesion of mankind as long as he
complies with these prevailing norms. Capitalism is not slowly declining but suffocating on its own dynamics. It resembles a dying star
running out of hydrogen, which expands to a red giant before finally
degenerating into a white dwarf.
The capitalist system pushed itself forward through history by inherent economic dynamics. It opened the hunting season with the Industrial Revolution during the 19th century. It made use of the nation
states. At the end of that century we notice intensified competition
on growing world markets between the imperialist superpowers England, USA and Germany. They brought forth own national monopolistic industrial complexes financially cross-linked with major banks.
They were under systemic constraint to constantly maximize their
cumulating funds. They were cursed to challenge each other in
worldwide violent clashes the worst being known as World Wars I
and II. Both wars have to be interpreted as dead ends of capitalism.
Continentally partitioned economic blocks could not balance in
peaceful cooperation but had to set upon each other in redividing
wars. Perversely capitalism survived by devastation and only by so
doing they were able to restart at zero the same race of unconditional growth on enlarging scales.
The post-war development of worldwide monopolistic capitalism under US-hegemony has bred a global network of finance capitalism
and transnationally operating industrial corporations. This was augmented by most influential, world-spanning, all-pervasive corporations of the information and internet technology in the last quartercentury. The turnovers of these economic heavyweights surmount
the budgets of smaller states. They leave behind their former national affiliations and come out with globalized corporate identities.
Unique in history whole states can be driven into crisis and bankruptcy by speculating supermen. Nation states are losing more and more
decision-making authority. They have outlived their historical time
and are going to be superseded by new global centres of power. Even
still a century ago, such dimensions of human social development
had lain beyond the horizon of the imaginable. Mankind will have to
adapt to new forms of peaceful, non-national interaction. Their contemporary major enemies are a worldwide linked-up, coalising and
intriguing finance capitalist gang of top managers, bankers, financial
jugglers, multi-billion dollar oil sheiks or Russian oligarchs and their
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corrupt political stooges in all national administrations and international institutions.
10.2 On the raging EcWW
This economic and political wolf pack is the protagonist of an already
raging Economic World War (EcWW) waged against each other for
economic and political supremacy. Besides the dooming historical
end of nation states there is another important impact of globalisation. The great powers have military juggernauts for global campaigns at their disposal they can make use of to intervene in remoter
regions. They fuel proxy wars with military equipment, and above all
hedge the prospering business of armament industries by appropriate politics and export licences. A hot war between the leading powers from G 7 to G20 is nearly impossible today because they would
hit themselves everywhere. They would destroy the production sides
of corporations they are holding shares of or that are possessed by
fellow countrymen. To eliminate finance centres of the international
oligarchy, hubs of global finance networking, would immediately
cause the general economic breakdown. In the upper sphere of top
business, investment banking, and real production in terms of international division of labour you can no longer differentiate between
”national” and “overseas”, between “WE” and “THEM”.
Nowadays crises are principally a result of the current EcWW which
rages between the strongest economies and their actual spheres of
interest. The economic war opponents are each captained by internationally operating major banks and trusts. The EcWW has become
definitively multilateral by rising tiger and challenging former second
world economies. In the end we face a competitive, egoistic, detrimental struggle with all means of each against all, North against
South and West against East. The balance of economic and political
power is constantly shifting. The world has proved finite in all respects. Therefore the economic warring parties can only gain grounds
at direct cost of their competitors. Financial and economic war lords
can care for nothing else but their own growth, their economic figures rising, forcing things to happen to their interests without any
scruples by all legal or illegal methods, by bribing or menacing, imposing embargos or intervene militantly. Their superpower politics
leave behind scorched earth in terms of world nutrition, world climate, world resources, and billions of war, climate and poverty driven refugees.
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10.3 Cutting the Gordian Knot of capitalist rule
All attempts to find a way out of the dangerously escalating situation
on Planet Earth are inextricably bound up with two central aspects I
have already mentioned above.
The one is the problem around nations and nation states that concentrates in a presumptuous, other peoples degrading national “WE”.
The purpose behind is to form a national block by suppressing all antagonistic relations within a torn domestic society. The same is true
for a Euro-nationalism featuring the EU and the Euro, which is block
formation of an allegedly historically, culturally and economically superior old continent that hopes to defend its inherited worldwide
importance.
The other one is the absolute prevalence of private property providing the proprietor with an unfettered power of disposal on things and
men in his possession and hence under his command. This social distribution pf power proved antagonistic to whatever attempts the
have-nots masses made in history to decide on themselves.
Both issues have to be taken as one. The national block in terms of
the social mishmash-“WE” has always been at the often fatal command of the propertied classes. The modern financial-capitalist ownership and possession structures take advantage of an appropriate
nation ideology. These two columns constitute modern civilisation.
They underlie the ruthless cold EcWW. They will generate the final
breakdown of world economy in ever deepening crises as well as the
collapse of global ecological, humanitarian, geological and climatic
systems, i f t h e p e o p l e s d o n o t h i n d e r t h e m i n s o d o ing.
The ruling classes in modern centuries were always forced to defend
the two columns of their social order with all their ideological and
political might. Sometimes lateral thinkers were even silenced by
burning them at the stake or in NS times to shoot, gas or hang them.
Academic elaborators of the appropriate thinking are legion. They
concentrated in humanities (philosophers, historians and theologians) and delivered the substance to obscure the common people’s
minds. They made the private property a transcendental, eternal category. They apotheosized the ruling and leading heads - kings, emperors, Führer, popes, but also party and revolution leaders, Marxist
classics, etc. - to sacrosanct, heroic super-humans. They declared the
nation and the state to be of divine origin. “Thank goodness”, there
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have always been intellectuals, academics thinkers and fighters for
the sub-classes cause who explained social matters rationally and in
accordance with the social and historical realities.
To sum up what I have shown in previous sections. The private legal
property was invented by the ancient Greeks and further on elaborated by the Romans in the historical course of state formation of the
Western type. All legal systems are man-made and therefore adjustable to new social circumstances. A legal system to shelter the private property in ancient slave states still constitutes the basis of contemporary capitalist societies. The “nation” has been imagined to
back up ideologically the modern bourgeois-capitalist state, to define
the borders of its domestic markets and the range of its political and
legal dominion. Besides spreading democratic illusions nationalism is
the most prominent ideology to disarm the unpropertied, dependently working classes and to make them modelling clay in the
hands of an economic and political establishment.
The world is approaching the brink of the abyss. Sheer madness gains
global ground: Immeasurable wealth and enormous funds are held
back and stocked. A senseless financial economy. The rich, beautiful
and greedy of a capitalist high society play games of chance in the
ballroom of a global Titanic that rushes through a field of crisis bergs.
The working crew and the masses of poor third class passengers of
the below-deck get more and more worried of the highly dangerous
situation. There is still time to stop the lunatic ride if the mechanics
and engineers dare to stop the engines, the navigators dare to
change course radically and the security personnel on board mustered up all their civil courage to deprive the bridge of its power. And
then they will lock the doors of the ballroom and take over the vessel.
Yanis, you see? This is m y vision, not of an “ideal society” but of how
to manage to preserve the globe from drowning. No Utopia but
emergency planning:
 I deprive the plutocratic oligarchic, pseudo democratic stratum of
the right to insist on a legal system that enables a destructive,
parasitic, finance machinery to embezzle surplus values of the
working people.
 I deprive them to be at the levers of power just because they present mutually written out title deed papers which guarantee their
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final decisions of all means of production and facilities, they have
never worked for or even been in.
 I deprive them of the right to buy manpower, to decide on the
fate of men and women and their families just because they happen to own everything privately.
 And I deprive them of the right to ruin nature, the basis to exist
for billions of people worldwide, for reasons of capital accumulation.
These are global, not narrow European issues. That is what I mean by
cutting the Gordian Knot.
I am able to refer even to the American Declaration of Independence
that demands in 1776:
“That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive
of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish
it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on
such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to
them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. … But when a long train of abuse and usurpation, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them
[the people] under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is
their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new
Guards of their future security.”
The social right of resistance implies to take the capital from those
who stock and withhold it from those who need it to survive and live
in dignity. To get it straight: “To take it“ does not stand for “repurchase” but for socialisation without compensation. Firstly, a people’s
government has to prevent financial sharks from further use it for
speculating and gambling to the detriment of those who have originally worked hard for it. Secondly, it has to use redundant funds to
solve urgent social problems in our own countries, on European level
and on a global scope.
That is why an emancipatory, radical movement must not be restricted to a European perspective, trying to strengthen Euro-nationalism.
Victories on this level automatically produce losing and suffering
peoples in other parts of the world. There are no peoples in the
world including the European and the American ones who will profit
from a strong Euro-capitalistic block or a US-superpower to win battles in the EcWW. Neither European integration nor disintegration in
the course of the EcWW does touch upon European peoples’ interests. It is our task to develop global alternatives and for all peoples
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important demands against the EcWW in general. We have to leave
behind the inherited stately and economic structures, which are
proving unable to solve even the slightest pressing problems of mankind.
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Let me use the “Modest Proposal” for strategic considerations.
11.1 On state debts crises
State bonds are no capitalist credits but usury money granted by
moneylenders in pre-capitalist, medieval times. A bank normally
grants loans after having been convinced of the profitability of the
business it is assigned for. By subscribing for government bonds finance institutes grant funds without asking what they are meant for
as long as they get security for the return of their money plus due
interest payment. Without being asked or noticing the working tax
paying population is misused as security. Every single citizen is burdened with a considerable sum of money. His future income is also
pawned to overseas investors, centres of international finance power, or private banking syndicates. The peoples have to pay annually
huge sums of interests out of the state budgets to private debtor
corporations. This tax money has been raised to pay for the costs to
organize the community of the citizens and administer the public life,
not to end on the accounts of big banks and rich investors. The “normal” high state indebtedness is a specific method to additionally enrich the rich at the sub-classes’ expense. The level of state debts is
held high by repaying due bonds by new ones. In times of crisis, if the
gross domestic product and tax revenues shrink and unemployment
rises paying back old loans or replacing them by new bonds results
inevitably in austerity policies.
It is essential to realize: The peoples are not answerable for oligarchical nation states’ governments issuing state bonds and for nation
states’ debts. They can’t be made responsible by pseud-democratic
procedures and a phoney national “WE”. A policy to phase out state
debts is reasonable. Those who have perpetuated the debt situation
and profit from it have to be called to account: Banks, their lobbyist
stooges, their politician addressees and interest groups; those to
whom was paid the people’s money for interests; and also those institutions and interest groups that implemented a currency that
chases economies into debt traps; those privateers who profited
from tax evasion and tax exiles, those major enterprises and multina57
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tional concerns, which avoid tax payment by all tricks of national and
international law and moreover profit from public featherbedding.
A people’s government has to analyse the situation by own experts,
own institutes and to have own professional PR agencies available.
We know the comprehensive judicial, corrupted power play of all
professional players in this game who try to obscure all and everything by help of agitation and propaganda campaigns via the media.
You cannot win this game from within. Above all, a people’s government has to edit new economic and legal rules. It has to activate constantly the politically aware and interested public. It has to communicate openly its measures, listen to the people and never hesitate to
correct and adjust these measures.
11.2 On the banking crisis
Dealing with a European banking crisis you, Yanis, and your two peers
exclusively treat it as a strategic EcWW problem:
”The Eurozone features a central bank with no government,
and national governments with no supportive central bank, arrayed against a global network of mega-banks they cannot
possibly supervise.”46
You declare the global network of mega-banks the opponent competitor in the EcWW. Poor ECB stands alone without being supported by
national governments and poor governments have no central bank.
As a good Euro-fighter you want to make European banking fit for
global challenges. A Eurozone central superbank called “Banking Union” has to be put into practice: “The Eurozone must eventually become a single banking area with a single banking authority.”47 Your
concern is solely how to recapitalise and save rotten banks in a much
more systematic and centralised manner to make them a useful
module and section in European EcWW forces. By building up strategic EcWW power, centralised European banking shall catch up with
the US-megabanks. This will lead to additional concentration in
worldwide financial capitalism and will intensify the financial pressure on other economies and will make the world even more explosive.
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A Modest Proposal, 4.0, sec. 2.
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A Modest Proposal, 4.0, sec. 4, Policy 1.
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It is sheer Euro-chauvinism to present Eurozone banks separated
from global networks. Actually, we can hardly separate European
from American banks. The European big banks have always been part
of the global network of mega-banks. Let’s have a look on
D e u t s c h e B a n k . The M a n a g e m e n t B o a r d consists of 6 foreigners (3 Britons, 1 South African, 1 American, 1 Frenchwoman) and
4 Germans. CEO is an Englishman. There exist career affiliations to
Credit Suisse, Banque de France, Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan, Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns (both went under in 2008), Postbank
AG, UBS Group SG and S.G.Warburg&Co. London (investment bank),
Temasek Holdings (Singapore investment company), Investec Bank
South Africa (property operations, asset management); non-banking
connections to: Boing, Ford Motors, Dell Inc., E.ON SE. Via the S u p e r v i s o r y B o a r d contacts to Allianz SE, Renova Management AG,
Zürich (intern. assets), Standard Chartered PLC, UK (banking, financial
services), Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP, New York (intern.
law firm), Franz Haniel&Cie. Duisburg (investment holding), E..ON SE.
In the Supervisory Board we find an Brazilian- American (Warburg
Pincus LLC, New York (private equity firm), J.P. Morgan, Chase Manhattan), and two British managers (Alliance Trust, UK (shareholders’
prosperity), Morley Fund Management Ltd, UK (investment management), Woolwich PLC, UK (financial service provider)). This is
merely a tiny, tiny bit of the overall cross-linkage in the global financial banking sphere. We have not seen yet the real extent of the mutual dependencies by shares and capital overlappings and the background M&A operations (mergers & acquisitions).
We get a rough impression on what a civilized, hard and honestly
working and cooperating world does not need at all! Banks are the
home base of worldwide speculation, betting, and gambling with illusionary capital and fiat money across all borders. They are responsible for blowing up financial bubbles. We have to differ between real
economy business banking and hazardous investment banking. In the
US banking tradition these business fields are strictly separated from
another and so we got to know specialized investment superbanks as
ticking time bombs in world economy.
Finance capitalism is not an invention of as clever as evil bankers, financiers and shareholders. It is the inevitable, probably final stadium
of this economic system - “red giant-capitalism” heading for implosion. In cannot be the task of a people’s government to support failing banks with people’s tax funds. On the contrary its policy should
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be to illegalize financial speculation and to abandon those institutions, funds, and investment banks that waste social capabilities for
dangerous games of chance playing stakes of values somewhere in
the world people had to work hard for. Yanis, your greatest concern
in a bank saving process is about “to avoid, above all, a haircut of
deposits”.48 Well then, let’s cut down economically useless and socially obstructive investment banking and save deposits by socialising
them for urgent projects.
11.3 On the investment crisis
First and foremost the investment crisis is a result of a permanent
global crisis of over-production potential and the relative saturation
of consumer demand. Profitable reinvestments in industrial capital
circuits and in real economy became more and more difficult. On the
contrary, the capabilities and potentials of mankind to cope with all
needs in all fields of material and social life all over the world have
never been better in all history. Natural and applied sciences, engineering, global transport, sustainable power generation and recovery, nature-preserving raw material extraction, an amazing level of
labour productivity and possible worldwide division of labour in a
uniting world of work and by that redundant capacities for culture
and education are objectively suited to meet the current needs of a
growing world population and new global challenges arising. Why
can’t we proceed then whereas most things grow worth instead? Because more than 95% of the population have no capital assets which
are the tickets to the world of decision making. And if you happen to
belong to the class of capital holders you have to care exclusively for
your assets, not to lose, but to make optimal profit of them, not to
miss profitable investment opportunities. You are now a decision
maker but solely for the sake of your own private capital.
What is basically wrong with the markets and investment making?
Capitalist entrepreneurs bargain with the wage workers for a low
wage to make production as profitable as possible. Leaving the company sites these poorly payed workers become consumers of the
commodities which have to be transferred into money capital on
commodity markets. Now the interests of our capitalists change to
the opposite wishing their workers to spend wage money they had
48
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refused to pay them before. So they may be stuck with their goods or
forced to sell them to a lower price thus losing their margin as well.
Until about two decades ago industrialists were bad off in crises of
over-production. But now they found an allegedly clever escape.
They reduced reinvesting their capital in faulty accumulation circles
of real economy and stocked their funds till they found new opportunities for investment on finance markets. There they can buy, sell and
speculate with so called “finance products” to their hearts’ content
having a chance to make huge gains at high, tingly risks. They need
not bother with real commodities and the organisation of real chains
of production. They can generate and trade fictitious capital and
blow up financial bubbles out of thin air. The top speculators challenged even big banks and whole currencies in billion dollar games.
Finance mechanisms, credits, insurances and investments once were
launched to facilitate and optimise a real economy of real producing
people to exchange useful and needed products, to ease the life of all
and back up social coexistence. We have seen above the great possibilities and chances on contemporary globalised level the peoples
would have to solve all serious, piled-up problems beyond the rule of
financial capitalism. It gambles away all chances, peculate working
people’s labour values, and inhibit urgently needed and most useful
investments for shear reasons of profit and mammon. The final perspective for mankind can only read: Away with financial capitalism!
The common, notorious, global investment crisis was intensified by
the construction of the European currency that strangled weaker
economies. They became victims of German export offensives which
brought down their uncompetitive home industries and left these
Euro states no chance to secure their economies. They could neither
devaluate any longer an own currency nor could they impose import
duties. The trade imbalances provoked the countries’ need for state
bonds which could not be serviced in times of recession. The spiral
further discouraged international private capital to invest in an uncertain real economy of these countries. The rating agencies stabbed
them further down. They cannot get out of such vicious circles and
sink into the strong economies’ peripheral belt of durably impoverished, dependent, austerity haunted countries.
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Well then, Yanis, you promise a way out, a way to stabilise these European capitalistic conditions by a Modest Proposal, Policy 3: “An Investment-led Recovery and Convergence Programme (IRCP)”.49 None
of the profound investment impeding conditions I have tried to outline and which yourself have repeatedly described to your audiences
and readers is tackled. Your proposal is a foxy attempt to invite investment in social and environmental domains by loans of the European Investment Bank (EIB) and its (62%) EIF (European Investment
Fund). You hope these direct investments in certain projects will have
a chance to amortise and are meant to restore investment financing,
hence “the world is awash in savings seeking sound investment outlets.”
In the end there will be additional debts. The state debts crisis even
deepened in the recent years, trade imbalances deepened, and the
GDP is still regressive. There will be no hope for ending the permanent, even deepening crisis by Europeanised EiB/EIF investment projects. The EIB was founded in 1958, the EIF established in 1994. May
they often have provided useful help but they have never been able
to change economic situations basically. They can be merely a drop in
a bucket. Moreover, don’t forget: The EIB shareholders are the EU
member states, its Board of Governors is set up by their Finance Ministers, the Board of Directors by a nominee of each country. Are you
sure they will all act in favour of the southern deteriorated economies?
Your proposal may do some good, but to sell it as a way to stabilize
European capitalism and to save European capitalism from itself is
populistic. It remains understood that the peoples cannot escape the
downturn of their countries within the regulations and the command
of an EcWW EU block administration.

49

By the way, what impresses me most in EU discussions and documents are the intelligent abbreviations which make all
matters sound world-historically important.
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12.1 The Taboo
What is the ultimate question of all questions in history for economics and politics, the mother of all social questions since civilisation
dawned? It is about a Taboo nobody ever has broken without being
haunted by all demons of the ruling classes in history: The Taboo is
about the question who creates the material wealth in society. Who
works for the livelihood of mankind? And who does not but makes a
splendid living of it nonetheless? In every civilised city-state society
and early divine kingdoms which came up in Bronze Age times
around 5000 years ago, ruling upper classes exploited the masses of
lower class producers, i.e. took possession of their output without
compensation, leaving them hardly enough to subsist. They were sophisticated social parasites, themselves been completely dependent
on their providing hosts while the working people could have done
well without them, but must never get aware of this fact: hence the
Taboo.
I cannot list all psychological and religious methods and abstruse
theories that were invented in the past to maintain and perform the
Taboo. Sometimes it was broken by courageous men, for example by
the apostle Paul when teaching the early Christian communities “that
if any would not work, neither should he eat.”50 And there was the
insurgent priest John Ball who asked in a sermon addressing the rebels of the Great Peasants’ Rising in England 1381: “When Adam
delved and Eve span, who was then the gentleman?” The economic
sciences emerged parallel to the rising economic significance of the
bourgeois Third Estate. The Taboo was questioned openly firstly by
the classical economists in favour to explain rationally how the
“Wealth of Nations” (Adam Smith) was produced and secondly by
Karl Marx who disclosed convincingly the tabooed secret of how capital “works”; how a capitalist manages to extract surplus values off the
wage workers without himself being forced to labour. In a sense, the
organized Marxist and socialist labour movements51 handed to offi50

NT, 2 Thess. 3:10.
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I have mentioned above the Socialist International of 1889: see p. 17.
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cial economics the difficult task to re-establish the essential Taboo.
And they did!
12.2 The modern version of the Taboo
They did it firstly by letting disappear labour value from this world. As
everybody knows who ever took part in an industrial production process or in the work of service providers developing their immaterial
products: the value of the ready-for-sale commodity is generated
along a value-adding chain when step by step intermediate products
become optimised by specialized workforce to the final shape, the
increasing worked-in-value been calculated by internal cost accounting. With Taboo keeping intentions labour value is equalled to and
identified as market prices. Following this theory of value the labour
of the wage workers becomes irrelevant because value is declared to
be solely a matter of the market, of supply and demand according to
the individual wishes and needs of consumers.
Secondly by these theories the value producing people become a
marginal aspect of society. In the centre of social concern you find
the owner of funds, shareholders, proprietors, investors and all those
who have command of liquid assets or bank deposits. Guess who favoured and honoured such teaching the most. This modern version of
the Taboo serves perfectly its purpose: Never let the employees
know what is really going on. Make them think they have to bend and
to endure all crises, hardships and iniquities because of being dependent pawns and inferior ignoramuses. Make them believe not to
be able to survive without the mighty financial-capitalist establishment and their worldwide authority.
It is time to break the Taboo again thoroughly. Things are still as they
have always been in civilized exploitative class societies. As a matter
of fact, today the productive, skilled lower classes could do better
than ever in history without parasitic upper classes. We can stop
their march into the abyss. I am convinced they would not even hesitate to make financial bets on the abyss when already falling into it.
When the peoples of the world finally will decide on future we will
make the world a safer, more peaceful, and a much better place to
live.
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12.3 Abandon fictitious capital and fiat money!
A stock exchange is a place for continuously generating fictitious capital and fake value. On a finance market both emerge from a supernatural nothing and vanish as well into the dark of damnation. Prices
of effects, stocks and shares, bonds, equities, loans, or financial securities rise and fall. On real commodity markets prices are balanced
through real consumer needs and their option to pay for a good.
What sort of needs spur participants on finance markets? They are
dominated by worries to manage huge funds and by fear for losses of
own and lent money. Capital has to be maximised. They are personified capital and the greed for profits is haunting them. They are agitated to miss opportunities, or driven to escape from breakdowns.
A real economy company with its material production facilities, R&D
laboratories and accumulated know-how of its staff has reached a
real and permanent value, you would notice if you tried to build it up
anew or to cover it by an industrial insurance. Finance markets and
their unreal business can allegedly raise this company value enormously or intrigue it down to scrap. Nevertheless the company stays
what it is and what constitutes its true value. Fluctuations of shareholder values, assets rotating as financial instruments, mutual equity
and bond funds, and on top hedge funds indicate gambling and betting with fictitious capital out of thin air. Unfortunately these indecent capitalistic playgrounds infect the real economic world of the
peoples and entangle it in financial EcWW disasters.
Fiat money is printed paper from the press based solely on faith in a
government’s or central bank’s declaration. In times of crisis and inflation it ends as paper waste and can fade away from the digital
world. Since a currency is no longer backed by a physical commodity
(gold or silver), nobody can make the proof on its real inner value.
Today the value of a currency shall represent the strength of a national economy, expressed by its Gross National Product (GNP). But
who knows. Take the Euro. What does it stand for in the different
Euro countries? Moreover, the ECB is throwing around with fresh billons of Euros the deflating economies cannot even make use of.
It is still about of the historical knowledge that in the end the masses
of social hosts, not their parasites are the real measure of all things
and who promote history. This old truth is obscured by the Taboo.
The grand delusion on economic value to be a mysterious market
enigma confuses society ideologically. The surplus value extracting
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class alone benefits from it. In our Western civilisation it is quite deliberate to disarm the working men and women ideologically in this
way. We have to blame to a great part apologetic sciences headed by
economics though there exist strong doubts whether this discipline is
a genuine science and not a mere ancillary science of capitalism.
The Planet Earth will only have a future by overcoming financial capitalism. Nothing will break without fictitious capital and fiat money.
On the contrary! Today, as already mentioned, the range of proficiencies, skills, and productivity of the workforces worldwide are
nearly unlimited. In need of an ever more sophisticated workforce
the capitalist system had to promote the employees of companies
and whole upcoming generations permanently. This fine aspect of
capitalist dynamics and competition has made the peoples fit to generate and advocate reasonable scientific alternatives for all burning
problems. The peoples have to and will overcome financial capitalism, possibly before the final countdown, when inevitable und comprehensive crashes will tear apart the economies and the wold will
come to its political, military and cultural collapse. Meanwhile, the
ruling elites command a potential for complete self-destruction.
At the present time we are witnessing globally financial capitalism to
block and counteract all serious attempts of worldwide humanitarian
movements and international organisations to solve any of the pressing global problems. Peoples will only advance by adjusting their endeavours with an anti-finance capitalist alignment. The world is full of
currently organized resistance everywhere at many fronts against
many a mischief and iniquitousness. On the surface they seem to be
independent from each other. Resistance is fragmented and focused
on their special issue. But deeper insights into the nature of these
conflicts usually bring to light basic social and economic impacts of
class struggle. Special movements can win battles for their causes. To
really solve the problems people have to win the war. Therefore they
need a unifying strategy and common perspective. That is why the
prominent task of a pan-European grassroots democratic resistance
movement is to set the pattern for all the varied activities. The main,
i.e. the strategic patterns are: firstly, to connect the European cause
to a combined global liberation perspective of mutual solidarity and
organisational cohesion. Secondly, to focus worldwide and as coordinated and synchronized as possible at the main obstacle of global
survival: Financial capitalism!
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Dear Yanis and all other DIEMers, isn’t it pathetic for a left grassroots
movement of today to head strategically for ring-fencing the EU and
saving European capitalism from itself?
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13.1 Bring down the military-industrial complex
I will not present detailed strategies from a drawing board in my private study room. Anyway, besides the “Abandon financial capitalism!” goal there is a second burning demand, valid all over the world
and most essential for the future shape of the earth.
As I see it, we have to cease just debunking and complaining, revealing and exposing, accusing and making public about the worldwide
felonies of the hidden economic and open political war lords, the big
business war profiteers and their nationally blinded, religiously
doped and brutalized fighters. Everybody knows about the giant
business with death and devastation. Today we witness realtime
murderous land attacks and airborne raids even on hospitals and
schools, urban trench warfare and house-to-house-fighting that turn
cities to rubble. We eyewitness drones when they kill slyly and precisely. They present us online whole places croaked of poison gas attacks, We are informed about land mines that lacerate and maim
children, and, and, and, … It has been burned into my subconscious
mind decades ago, this war photo from the Vietnamese War of a naked Vietnamese boy burned by napalm, crying, running along a road
alone, while bush war was around him.
Nobody has to tell me, and I think nor hardly anybody else to abolish
war. Personal experiences and daily worldwide reality of war as well
as all war horrors in history can only lead to one single goal: We must
eliminate weapon, armament and military nightmares! We have to
abandon those large scale killing tools industries, which are distributing worldwide the means of war and mass murder! This industry
shows at the clearest that capitalist behaviour is free of any morals:
no human, high, or primitive morals but absolutely none. All matters
are estimated merely in terms of how capital investment pays back,
no matter by whatsoever reasonable, socially necessary, or perfidious activities. Whether a medicine research laboratory and renewable energies industries, or a chemical weapons plant and military
drones, - capital always follows the scent of the highest profit rate.
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We have to challenge the perhaps most powerful, most illegally operating, large scale corrupting, scrupulous, and dangerous branch of
industry ever, which nevertheless is deeply anchored in state and society, above all in the USA.
I propose for an initiating international campaign:
13.2 Ban all export of weapons, military goods and spare parts
This implies for the activists to name for their country all companies
concerned and to be brought down. We need legal initiatives in parliaments and administrations. We have to win trade Unions for campaigning against specific export permits or the production of new
types of weapons. We have to join hands with the opposition in weaponry buying regimes and states. We have to challenge NATO and all
other military alliances independent of their political camp. We must
help set right the notion of soldiers in the nation armies of the world,
on who is friend and who the enemy and what they are really supposed to fight and die for.
13.3 “Swords to ploughshares!” Transform the war industries
One of the most important political problems concerned is the question of losing jobs by shutting down armament productions. We have
to argue on central and company trade union level by help of science
and research for concepts to rearrange armament production for civil
peace fabrication of sophisticated, useful and needed machines, vehicles, planes, etc. The staff of the companies in question will surely
know much better than everybody else what will be reasonable and
viable.
How to finance restructuring without losing a single workplace? First
of all you need a public fund to be filled with the enormous profits
and subsidies of the branch. If the shareholders and proprietors of
these armaments companies join in they will be asked to bring in all
the stock, reserves and receivables for the noble project. If they
won’t and insist on their capitalist power of disposal to do what they
like, they have to be expropriated, their assets being cleared with the
project costs of the reorganization up to the time a new production
pays for itself. The government will also be able to add funds from a
radical realignment of the armed forces of the country.
I am performing a sort of brainstorming, not to start campaigning
(nobody can do this alone) but to give an impression of the hard, long
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though utterly necessary track that lies ahead of the peoples and of
us.
13.4 The unholy Trinity crumbles
The world has been dominated by a triad, by the big three: monopolistic capitalism – nationalism - nation-state wars. Over the past 150
years this unholy Trinity kept the world in suspense by imperialist
Great Powers which divided the globe and then reallocated it violently. Nationally positioned big business fought globally for raw materials, markets, and colonial spheres of influence. Their competitive
struggle was triggered by compulsion for economic growth but in the
end it was not decided economically but by armed force and war.
There were two decisive factors in this giants’ struggle: Firstly, to
hold superior weaponry in all branches of service. Secondly, to command millions of soldiers to wield the arms. These men from nation
states had to share nationalistic sentiments to charge at the men of
the opposing side without hesitation. Such an attitude was evoked by
cults of fatherland and superior nationality in all countries, in other
words by nationalism and jingoism. In the internationalist spirit of the
Socialist International of 1889 to wage such a war would have been
impossible.
Bottom line: At the core of the triad you find armaments industries
which ensure maximum profits and provide the military tools of
power and command plus nationalistically incited military human resources.
In the course of contemporary history the triad crumbles. Though
nationalism conducts itself extremely aggressive at the moment, it
has a harder stand on the whole. In times of peoples getting to know
each other better than ever and objectively growing together, as well
as in the face of a young cosmopolitan generation, the resisting front
against nationalist thinking seems stronger than in former times. On
the other hand, triad establishments need less and less nationalistically inveigled masses to conduct wars. The contemporary technological standard of military does not call for huge cannon fodder armies.
Today they are in demand for specialists at the buttons of high-tech
systems. These experts do not need any national ethos but just good
pay and emotionless killer instincts, thus a mercenary mentality. It
may well be that global monopoly companies of the economic key
sectors maintain private armed forces, camouflaged as internal secu70
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rity and protection forces such as oil companies, global shipping lines,
main airline companies, google or amazon allegedly to protect their
servers and centres in cyberwars.
In this light the struggle against the cross-linked armaments industries takes on new dimensions. It is no longer only about national
forces and nationally indoctrinated soldiers who are convinced to
fight for their homeland and die for their families. These aspects recede more and more. As the world grows together more closely, the
futility of such wars becomes increasingly obvious. Globally impractical nationalism and sacked nation state wars tend to break off the
triad leaving monopolistic and financial capitalism more isolated, besieged and somehow vulnerable than ever. I dream of people denying following to war and rather risk civil wars against the war camp
than eradicate innocent foreign people they are quite acquainted
with including the soldiers of the so called enemy. We should cherish
the numerous, instructive examples from history, i.e. the fraternizations of English, German, and French Soldiers in the trenches of WW
I, or the Kiel mutiny by the German fleet sailors, triggering the German revolution in 1918. Or let us never forget about the many US
Vietnam war resisting deserters, who found refuge in Sweden, and
the worldwide successful campaign against the US Vietnam War at
that time.
And that is how the two main strategic goals go together: Without
high-tech military weapon systems of some Great powers global finance capital becomes a toothless tiger. And an outbraked finance
capital without playing grounds won’t be able to afford high-tech armies.
13.5 Imagine there is war and nobody joins in?
Matters of war and peace are not as easy and obvious as they seem
to be from a moral, philanthropic, religious, or pacifistic perspective.
You cannot consider war primarily as a general human phenomenon.
To fight modern war does not automatically imply to be able to ban
violence and combat from history.
It is beyond dispute that a country has to defend itself when it is invaded for its natural resources and imperial dominance and has to
fight for its liberation. History also teaches that a people won’t
achieve real freedom by a national liberation perspective and the
formation of an own “WE”-nation state, be it labelled democrat, re71
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publican or socialist. Never again should one people stand against
another. When a state starts an aggression or intervention a united
anti-war liberation movement has to fight collectively in both countries. Let us remember: Workers have no fatherland, nations are imagined bourgeois instruments and wars are fought for finance capitalist interest groups by their nationally disguised high-tech military.
So it is really a nice idea to “imagine there is war and nobody joins
in”. When the peoples will have stopped the finance capitalist march
into the abyss, cut off excessive military spending and transformed
armaments industries into peace production, there won’t be a war
not to join in.
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14.1 Preparing for hard times
I am not able to present a list of all necessary strategic demands and
fronts for the next years. This will depend on what will happen
worldwide, for example let Trump become the next US president,52
or a lunatic regime throws an atomic bomb, or China starts a war on
Japan in the South China Sea, or wide areas of the Atlantic world will
descent into authoritarian, neofascist chaos calling for an immediate
cross-border anti-fascist, anti-authoritarian front to hide and shelter
illegalized activists let’s say from Poland, Hungary, Turkey, may be
France or a Trump-US and to organise necessary fighting back Résistance structures.
Nobody can foresee the precise course of history. Nevertheless,
there exist inherent directions of inevitable developments we have to
discern behind the surface of current events to make up the right
course for politics. For my part, I am sadly sure that the peoples globally are going to get into really hard times the next one or two decades. We have to prepare for that, theoretically, strategically and organisationally. It might be that we will not gain a sweeping impact on
the masses at the moment, that we are denounced to be radicals
near terrorism that they will agitate against us personally and ideologically. Let them bark. Be sure, they will run the peoples into yet
unknown global economic crises with terrible impacts on the European peoples too. Greece is merely the precursor of dire hardships in
wide parts of a nation states Europe fighting against each other for
survival. And then, friends, colleagues and comrades, then it will become decisive what we will have to say, what we are prepared for,
that peoples can count on us and trust us.
The vital point is to take part und be part of all social, political and
economic fights, not by infiltrating them from outside but by winning
their campaigners for the common cause. Our task will be to add a
realistic view on the events, not to enforce leadership by biting off
other organisations and movements and - a last pious wish – never
52

Shortly after I wrote these lines it happened: Trump is elected President.
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dilute a clear line for being accepted in the ranks or parliaments of
the other side or to bow to personal pressure. The real heroes of our
time are men like Edward Snowdon and Julian Assange, also the Chinese pioneers for democracy and open speech, all the courageous
journalists who are often brutally persecuted and even in danger to
be shot openly in the street as happened in Russia and nevertheless
carry on for the sake of their people. We have not to look far, just to
chauvinistic Turkey of autocratic Erdogan. And remember, “Nous
sommes Charlie!”, aren’t we?
14.2 What you are urgently needed for, Yanis
With initial enthusiasm for pan-Europeanism and your upright standing against the odds we all, me too, got activated for DIEM. Now, after having thoroughly reflected on what we are doing, campaigning
and heading for my enthusiasm has turned into deep concern.
Yanis, honestly. What are the big problems of our time? Transparency by published meeting minutes in Brussels and organising EIB/EIFinvestments, or to stop finance capitalism which drives the world into
the abyss? I can only ask all DIEMers and the whole left camp to answer this question thoroughly. And yes, I am also afraid of what is
ahead of the world. I wish all of us the civil courage we will need to
turn the tide.
Peoples resemble gifted, strong, and proud lions. Evolution has destined them for the kings and guardians of Nature. But they aren’t.
They were tamed for millennia by ever changing, small but clever upper classes that made use of the lions’ strength and made a good living from their tamed performance in the arena of history. But the
lions stayed dangerous, sometime unpredictable, and capable of
turning on their tamers. Occasionally they had run their tamers down
who had to take cover just to send new taming agents to resume lion
taming by optimized methods, better food and a new cage.
The people-lions are the human element of Nature. You, me and the
comrades and colleagues of DIEM25 should be part of the global lion
prides and help them to free themselves from the cages and to accept their true destiny as leaders and custodians of this Planet Earth.
Please Yanis, leave that ilk of academic career advisors of capitalism.
It is true, peoples and liberation movements need men of impressing
performance and personality. They need economists who won’t advise capitalism to survive a bit longer, but who explain to revolting
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peoples the Achilles’ heels of the ruling economic system, how to get
rid of it and avoid the precipice we are advancing to. The world needs
intellectuals with the heart in the right place and a sincere, modest
partisanship for the hard working common people.
Viribus unitis *
Reinhard
Hamburg
Germany
with joint forces

*
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